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SFOREWORD
The School of Medicine, the School of Hygiene and Public Health,

and The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory have devel-
oped a collaborative program of biomedical research and development
over the past several years. An important objective of the program is
to apply the expertise in engineering, the physical sciences, and sys-I tems analysis acquired in defense and space research and development by
APL to problems of iedical research and health care delivery. At the
present time this program has grown to include collaboration with nearly
all of the clininal departments and with several of the basic science
departhents of the medical divisions. More recently a collaborative
program in clinical engineering has been established with the Johns Hop-
kins Hospital. Currently active programs exist in Ophthalmology, Neuro-
sensory Research and Instrumentation Development, Cardiovascular Systems,

TRadiology. Prosthetic Systems, Computer Support, and Ciinipa] Engineer-
ing. This application of "state-of-the-art" technology has contributed
to advances in many areas of basic medical research and in clinical
diagnosis and therapy through improvement of instrumentation, techniques,

7and basic understanding.
U
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T B. F. Kim and J. Bohanay pre tp Mthinh~
April-June 1976 P~

----- Fig I Mo16Vuhr Structure of Free Sone Porphmn &Wd Metailo~ophns.
MI repreuns a mete ion. (7$-3/50

H IGH -R ESOLUTI ON SPECr ROSCOPY
OF PORPHYRINS

3mThis project is studying the energjy-level A1 1N) .142 G
spn esnace(ER)an otialspectroscopy. -

Pirphyrii molecules form the basis for several
largei molecules (such as hemoglobin and chloro- A
phyll) that are ipratimnybiol.,gical AV.A
processes. Dnetailed knowledge of the qdiantum

5, structure oi porphyrins, obtained rori spectro-
j 8 scopic studies, should contribute tu a funda-

metlunderstanding of their roles in chemical
adbiological processes. special techniques

are used in this study to obtain spectra wth

high resolution, thereby allowing the energylevel structure to be obtained in greacer de-
tail t.3 is possible with conventional tech-N
niques.N

BACKGROUND N,

Porphyrin molecules have a tetrapyrrole
strutture that can have two hydrogen atoms in
the ivterior of the ring (called the free base)
or the hydrogen atoms can be replaced by a sin-
gle met il atom to form va.'ious rqtalloporphy-
ri..a (se-, Fig. 1). Singlt criys; ala of t~e 196 G-P
aromatic host, triphenylen-, %.-to which small A, (Cu)
amounts of free base aiud metal;oporphins we re
incorporate-i as quest molec-4les, have been

* grcrwn frrt. solution. The uvec of a pei-sodiL-
lattice eli-ninates inhomogeneous broadeninq of
the spectral liv-es, while working at 4.76K
greatly reduces -hornal broadenizq. in th!.s i
manner. sharp-11in. optical spectra of porphyrins I
have been obtainied. The optical spectra give I
information on 11-e cxcited electr~,ntz states. I
If the metal atL. in the center t~ the p.orphy-
rin is a paramacri 0ic material suct. ax van&- I
dium or c'ipper;. R .echniques may be used to
study the ground a 'e and local erA~ronmene
of the paramagnoti -pecies. When ringle crys-
t~l sarp'es are use,., the number of lite species
arid the orientations of the molecules in the
host can be determined. An ESR study of copper 11:9.'. ESA PowdrSpectrum of CuP.. Trmi.sryleness 16.449GHz.
porphin (CuP) was undertaken to compl ement the The nv,4t 'ie is .rcreasing to d%% rslht. (76-3/51)
optical 'eata and previous ESR spectra of van~adyl
porphir..

SUM RY electron and the nuclei of the four-nearest-
neightor nitrogen atoms surrounding the Cu 2 *

The ESR apectra can be -haracterized by a ion. Since the magnetic electron is localized
I-rtG: or electron magnetic moment and, since mainly on the Cu iotn, this interaction is

Cu2' has e nuclear spin, by the magnetic inter- called a superhyperfine"(shf) interdct~on. If
action between the electron and the lzopr.er all the nitrogens are equivalent, one would ex-
nucleus. The latter interaction is d.o-.ribed pect each of the four Cu hyperfine lines to be
bi tne a-.yperfinu-, couplingf constant, A, nd re- split into nine shf components. Triphenylene
sults in a splitting of the ESR line in.o 13ur has four molecuies per unit cell, and ESR
hyperfinc iin,-s. In this case, anotht: nlter- spectra from CuP in each nonequivalent site
action manifests itsself in the experimt :.al will he observed. One sees that, in general,
data. There is an interaction, A,%, bet.,,n the the spectrum will be extremely complex. At the

UNCLASSIFIED
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expense of the orientational information, the (lsf. 1). This was found to be the case, with
multiple site problem can be eliminated by the normal* to the four porphin planes making
crushing single crystals and obtaining a so- equal angles of 51* with the c-axis. Weaker
called powder ESR spectrum. The principal com- lines attributed to 65Cu also were observed in
ponents of the g, A, and AN tensors car k-a de- the parallel single crystal spectrum.
termined from one powder spectrum. An CSR There are several ori.ntations of the
powder spectrum obtained at Ku-band is shown crystal for which the magnetic fIeld is perpen-
in Fig. 2. Three parallel components are re- dicular to at least one of '.he normals to the
solved .ith the fourth just mask*d by the per- porphin planes. It was not possible to isolate
pendicular spectrum. Each parallel hyperfine completely the perpendicular spectrum of one
line is further split by the shf interaction site from overlapping lines due to other sites.
into lines separated by 14.2 G. In addition, Furthermore, when A&(M) does not equal AIN),
there are lines that are approximately one-half there is # dependence of the shf splitting and
as intense in between the shf lines. These more than nine lines for eAch Cu hf line may
are due to either a magnetically inequivalent be observed. These factors made the analysis
s its or the resolution of lines from the 65Cu of the perpendicular spectrum difficult, but
isotope. Ott the basis of their expected inten- the spin-Hamiltonian parameters obtained were
sity ratio of approximately two-to-one and be- In good agreement with the powder data. The
cause the weah:er lines appear halfway between single crystal data are consistent with CuP
the stronger ones at two different microwave molecules in subetitutional tripnenylene sites.
freluencies, these weaker lines are assigned UTURE PLANS

The perpendicular portion of the powder
spectrum is more cuplex, due not only to the Interpretation cf the optical spectra re-
shf structure but also to the larger anisot- q,. izes a knowledge of the orientation of the
ropy in the nuclear hyprfine intaraction. Al- porphyrin planes in the crystal. For complete
though the isotope splittings in the perpendicu- axial symmetry, only the orientation of the
1ar region were nt observed at rom temperature, normals can be fixed from the ESR data. The
spectra taken at low t peratures did exhibit angular dependence of the shf interaction in
structure attributed to 6SCu. CuP permits the absolute orien' .tion of the

Analysit of the date showed the tensors plane to be determined in principle. In prac-
to be axially symmetric. The result'ng prin- tice, however, overlapping spectra from differ-
cipal components are ant sites made this very difficult. Therefore,

a search for a crystalline host with one mole-
- 2.190 A%(Cu) - 196 G AS(N) - !0.1 G cule per unit cell will be made. Shaip line

selective excitation optical spectroscopy ub..:;
a dye laser will be used to eliminate the multi-

* 2.043 A(Cu) - 33 G A (N) - 24.2 G ple site problem for those hosts having multiple
inequivalent sites.

Instead of performing a complete rotational
study of the single crystal samples, it was de- REFERENCE
cid*ed to see if the symmetry direo'tions and
principal axis directions were the sone as were 1. J. Bohandy, B. F. Kim, and C. 9. Jen,
found for vanadyl porphin in triphenylene J. Mag. Resonance, Vol. 15, 1974, p. 420.

UNCLASSIFIED j 35



UNCLASSiFIED scatterer, gave results within the specified
limit (200 pm) for corneal light s;attering
(Ref. 4).

1 Additional constraints on che design of the
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND §36 light-scattering apparatus are Aimposed by physio-

ENG INEER ING logical considerations when observing light scat-
tering from an excised cornea. In order to main-

Research by: RTP tain the cornea in a reasonably natural state,

Support: USPHS Grant EY-01019 (NEI) I the cornea must be totally immersed in a Ringer
solution, and the proper physiological pressure

R. A. Farrell, B. F. Kim, and R. L. McCally applied to the cornea. The optical interface
1976 between the vessel that contains the cornea and

October 1975-September 1Ringer solution and the surrounding air will

cause refraction of the incident and scattered
light beams, thus (in general) causing misalign-

CORNEAL STRUCTURE ment of the apparatus. Moreover, refraction is
wavelength dependent, so that in order to

The general goal of this research is to achieve experimental results within the speci-
determine the structural basis of corneal func- fied precision, separate realignment of the
tion. The behavior of the cornea is necessarily optical components would be necessary for each

determined by its molecular structure. Thus the wavelength band of interest. These effects can
organization of the corneal macromolecules and be avoided, however, if the incident and scat-
the dependence of physiological behavior on that tered beam directions are normal to the fluid-
organization are of considerable importance in glass-air interfaces. This configuration can
connection with the behavior of a healthy cc.-iea be achieved by placing the scattering volume at
and the causes and possible control of diseased the center of curvature of two spherical curved
corneas. windows, as shown schematically in Fig. 1. A

sample vessel incorporating this feature is
SUMMARY presently under construction.

Our previous studies (Refs. 1 through 3)
have shown that light-scattering measurements
afford a noninvasive tool for studying corneal RingerIolution
structure. During this reporting period, the
construction of a low-angle light-scattering
apparatus was completed. The design of the
apparatus is based on diffraction-limited optics;
measurements (Ref. 4) of the depth-resolving
power of the apparatus at various angles prove
that it will meet our requirements. Also, a
program has been initiated to determine the of- Scatted Indnt
fects of transcorneal pressure on the small- beam bewn

* angle light-scattering patterns observed when
, the cornea is illuminated by collimated polar- Cornea

ized light. Additionally, we have reviewed Spherical
models of corneal structure in light of our pre- window
vious transmissivity measurements and electron
micrographs (Ref. 5j.

DISCUSSION Fig. 1 Cornea Light-Scstoring SaPie Cell. (76-3/47)

It is generally recognized that the trans-
parency of corneas of normal thickness is a
consequence of interference effects caused by A second type of small-angle light-scatter-
an ordering in the spatial arrangement of the ing experiment (SALS) has been performed. In
constituent collagen fibrils about one another. SAI.S, the cornea is illuminated with a colli-
Corneas swollen by storage in cold Ringer solu- mated beam of polarized light from a laser.
tion are less transparent. Electron micro- Light scattered with polarizations either paral-
graphs (E?1's) of swollen corneas show that the lel or perpendicular to that of the incident
ordered fibril arrangement has been disrupted beam is observed at scattering angles of less
and that the amount of disruption appears to than 50. These scattered light intensities
increase markedly with depth into the swollen form patterns that are called the Ii and the
cornea. Previous studies have indicated that I. patterns, respectively. The 11 scattering
the structures depicted in these EM's would be results primarily from isotropic optical den-
expected to have their largest effect on light sity fluctuations within the scatterer, whereas
scattering at small scattering angles. Conse- the I. scattering is caused by anisotropic opti-
quently we have designed an apparatus with an cal density fluctuations (Ref. 6). Other re-
angular resolution of ±10 to measure light scat- searchers have attempted to elucidate corneal
tered by the cornea into angles from 6 through structure using SALS (Refs. 6 and 7); however,
15* while resolving the depth of the scattering reconciliation of the observed scattering pat-
volume to c 200 uin (approximately one-third the terns with model structures for which suitter-
swollen corneal thickness). ing patterns are known and with structures sus-

The ultimate depth resolution is deter- pected histologically has been equivocal. A
mined by physical and geometrical limitations possible difficulty is that these measurements
inherent in the measurement process (these were not made under physiological conditions
limitations are discussed in Ref. 4). The with the intraocular pressure maintained. Cor-
depth-resolution requirement for light scatter- neal lamellae appear wavy in EM's prepared by
ing by the cornea at a scattering angle of 6* standard techniques; however, it has been mug-
is close to the theoretical limit for such mea- gested by J. Francois (private communication)
surements; hence an apparatus is required that that fixation of the cornea under its normal
has an optical response free of aberrations, intraocular pressure may reduce the wave ampli-
llmited only by diffraction effects. Such an tude. We are presently working to confirm that
apparatus has been designed and constructed. the waviness of the lamellse is reduced when the
Tests of its depth resolution, using a thin cornea is fixed under pressure.

* i UNCLASSIFIED
3.
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cannot approach each other closer than this
distance. Although the hard-core diameter
needed to account for transparency in this
model is somewhat greater than the distances of
nearest approach shown in EM's, the short-range
nature of the correlation does lead to the ob-
served dependence of scattering on wavelength.
(Scattering calculations based on the struc-
tures shown in EM's lead to this same wave-
length dependence.) Most previous models led
to long-range correlation and therefore to a

(s) different dependence of scattering on wavelength.
Twersky accounts for the ef-ect of corneal

swelling by an increase in the space available
for each particle, causing a loss in the regu-
larity of their positions and a consequent de-
crease of destructive interference. Although
the model predicts a transmissivity at 500 nm,
which is in qualitative agreement with experi-
ments on corneas swollen to 1.5 times their
initial thickness, the general disorganization
of fibril positions predicted by this model does
not lead to the measured variation of transmis-
sivity w. th wavelength. EN's of swollen cor-

( Ib) neal strou.is show the presence of large voids
in the fibril arrangement. The presence of
these "lakes" would cause the observed varia-
tion of scattering with wavelength. Our study
of Twersky's and other structural models shows
that a model that elucidates the underlying
mechanisms responsible for the short-range
ordwring of fibrils in normal corneas and for
the structures (such as lakes) that give rise
to the observed wavelength dependence of scat-
tering in swollen corneas remains a cheris,,ed
goal.

FUTURE PLANS

Fig, 2 The Effect of Incroasinq Transcorneal Pressre on de I+ Scatw- The new apparatus will be used to measure
ing Pattern. (a). (b). and (c) are a 0. 9. and 18 mm Hg, rfiWY. the depth dependence of corneal scattering at
Thearrowsshowthedrectionofthepolrize axeL Thescale for small scattering angles. Calculations of scat-
the true scattering ange is ven in (a); On photwoaphweta tering one would expect from wavy lamellae and
p.ocssed identically and thus are at " mam scale. (76-3/65) from cells will be initiated.
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HOLOGRAPHIC STRESS TESTING OF SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
THE SURGICAL CORNEA We have successfully demonstrated that

holographic interferometry is an extremely sen-
The objective of this work is to design a sitive test for the noninvasive, nondestructive

prototype holographic camera and recording me- stress testing of corneal wounds in several
thodology suitable for performing do sle-pulsed postoperative patients. The only stress used
holographic ihterferometry on the cornea. Such on the cornea is that supplied by the ocular
a camera would provide a noninvasive, objective pulse pressure following each heartbeat. One
technique for determining in vivo the state of patient had had a successful penetrating kerato-
healing and the tensile strength of postopera- plasty six years previously (for keratoconus)
tive corneal wounds. The system should be sen- and was, for all intents and purposes, fully
sitive enough to rely solely on ocular pulse healed. Yet the hologram revealed bulging of
pressure as the applied stress. The system the corneal wound, implying that the wound was
should be safe and should have sufficient sta- not up to 100% strength. This is "-bstantiated
bility to allow its use in a clinical setting to some extent by cases in the literdture where,
without requiring general or retrobulbar anes- from two to eight years postoperatively, blunt
thesia. Techniques already developed will be trauma has caused dehiscence along the graft
refined and optimized. Rabbit keratoplasties wound margin.
will provide calibration and histologic confir- In designing and constructing our holo-
mation of the holographic interferograms ob- graphic camera to carry out this task, several
tained from animals and patients. technical obstacles were encountered that are

This method may be capable of providing discussed below.
fast, objective data on (a) metabolic or pharma- Stability. Since holography requires ex-
cologic agents that promote or retard wound treme stability during a given exposure for good
healing; (b) types of sutures, incisions, and image quality, the major concern has always been
suturing techniques for opcimal mechanical sta- that the patient could not hold still long
bility; and (c) corneal graft rejection and its enough. Of course, by making a short exposure,
early detection, practically any moving object can be success-

Techniques for clinically measuring and ob- fully recorded. But the only way to do this
jectively assessing corneal wound healing are (and still avoid using double-plseci6solid-state
scarce. No single criterion is reliable. For lasers because of both their frequency shift be-
animal studies, one can measure wound strength twten pulses and their higher cct) was to

I very objectively by forcibly pulling apart the greatly increase either the laser power or our
edges of the healed wound and measuring the recording efficiency. The former route poses
force necessary to do so. Of course, this de- safety problems regarding retinal exposure, so
stroys the specimen and is not suitable for we had no choice but to optimize our light-col-
clinical application. lection efficiency. Our efficiency was so poor

Our proposed technique of holographic that it took a 20-s exposure to get a hologram
stress testing serves as an objective measure- of a rabbit cornea (using our 50 mW He-No
ment of wound strength that, we now believe, laser). Over 20 s, even though the eyc was enu-
will be feasible for clinical application. The cleated and suspended in a rigid hydraulic sys-
technique is not only nondestructive, it is also tem, there was enough evaporation and tissue
noninvasive. Intraocular pressure variations movement to cause many artifact fringes across
that closely follow each heartbeat are suffi- the field. An even more serious drawback to
cient to serve as the stressing force; no direct our simple technique of diffusely illuminating
instrumentation or external force needs to be the cornea was that the coherence was apparently
applied, broken up by multiple internal reflections

The technique of holographic interferometry within the corneal stroma.
'-r nondestructive testing is used in industry Illumination. The system we finally de-
as an extremely sensitive means of detecting vised has the advantage of being both extremely
structural imperfections and weaknesses. It can efficient and very simple. It solves the para-
be applied to a wide variety of finished prod- dox in our requirement that is, a diffuse illu-
ucto such as turbine blades or automobile tires mination was desired since it would provide the
without having to destroy the sample being large spatial bandwidth required to fully record
tested. very 'rregular or nonuniform corneas (such as

The optical interferometry technique is a )c'."-operative keratoplasties), yet we wished
very sensitive detector of small deformations. .o htkve all the advantages of specular reflec-
A hologram records light phase and amplitude and #ion, such as high reflectivity and negligible
can therefore retain sensitivity to a fraction loss of temporal coherence. Our first success-
of a wavelength of light. - Optical wavelengths ful version was a hemispherical diffuse reflec-
are about 0.5 vm which permits very nigh-resolu- tor (similar to a Goldmann perimeter dome), with
tion detection of these deformations, the eye pliced at the center. The dome was uni-
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-L' - Fd to take 11-so exposures (using only 50 mW of
I4 g , 0Viewing laser ajtr.0c; this produces only 1/10 to 1/100

Operator - escp MY the aicunt of retinal irradiance per exposure
as that received during a conventional f undus

L4 photograph. We would like to reduce the expo-
Image ofsure to I as or less; therefore, we have ordered

difus a krymto= Ion laser with a 500-sMt output. weL3 Si have dencostrated that from 1- to 10-ma exposure
time provides adequate stability. even for a
Patient in a clinical setting.

Patiet'%,+Lt Fig! Ecntrol. The hologram is synchro-
eye ?,1204dw an .Ecu monitor connected to the pa-

Wht BS tent via two wrist leads. This allows a double
diffuie exposuzre to be made during the linear phase of
reflctorincreasing Intraocular pressure (usually about

fts~ws ~1.2 s after the i-wave trigger signal). To in-
mispher *.bn rease the stressing pressure. 4P# we simplymirrr zo LAW separate the two pulses by a longer interval

_ ___- --while keeping within the linear rise. Unfortu-
nately, the patient may move his eye slightly
during this interval. (Ait is typically 0.06 s.)

Fig. 1 H6...spbk Cmmw. 118M11 such moveseint does not affect stability par so,
since each exposure is only about I * s. How-
ever, the movement does constitute "rigid body

formly illuminated by laser light during the ex motion~ and Is depicted very accurately in the
posure, and the hologramt was recorded through a fir.i fringe pattei-n. Dry having the rigid body
hole centered in the d~..This workad beautl- mo:ion fringes superimposed on the stress-defor-
fully insofar as recording quiality was ocorned. mity fringes. interpretation of the latter be-
yet we vere still throwing away 990 of ouir light cmes more difficult. since such rigid body mo-
because of Lambertiari scattering within the dome. noticn Itranslation or rotation) produces pri-
(multiple scattering did not help Us there as it marily either linear or quadratic phase errors
would in a visual field plotter where It con- in the wavef ront, they can theoretically be can-
tributes to increased backgriird luminance. celed cut by reference beam manipulation at the
Here, any multiple ref lection destroys coherence time of reconstruction (provided a dual-refer-
and thus is dealt with as 'noite.') once bear- technique is iused). Large amounts of

our final version, which Actually Makes the movewt have been negated in this manner when
whole project feasible, consists of & =sell dif- studying inanimate objects. It would b3 a great
fuse reflector about 12 mmIn diameter that ts advantage if applicable, since most patients
positioned on the patient's forehead as he semto exhibit zoo*e degree of "eye movqnent ar-
places his head into a hemispherical mirror in tifact."-
much the same way a patient is positioned in a
perimeter. All of the laser light (except the FUTURE PLANS
sAllJ aMount tapped off for the reference bslAhlgahc.mr (i.1 sbig.cn
can be very effectively punped onto this sMallA oorpicaea(i.1isbngo-
diffuser. Virtually all the light is then cal- structed using a krypton laser In place of the
lected by the hemisphere and reimaged back onto1 holiwm-neon laser previously used. The krypton
the cornea. The light is specularly reflected later has a power output of 500 mit compared to
by the cornea onto the holographic plate. Two the heliunt-neon output of 50 mit. Wtith the extra
fringe benefits of this method are that com- power, the exposure time can be considerably
pletely uniform illusmination is apparent when shortened to reduce the stability problem.
viewing the reconstructed holographic image, and Wie are also constructing a 'patient holder"
displa&cement sensitivity vectors ate perpendicu- so that the patients can be pocitioned accu-
lar to the surface over the entire cornea. ratiely an securely by the camtera operator.

Primarily as a result of-the extrome effi- Fringes caused by movement of the patient should
ciency of this illuminating system, we are able be eliminated with this device.
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CONSTANT PRESSURE TONOC'RAPHY
The purpose of this research is to eval- where A is in square millimeters, W is in

uate a new method of tonography for the differ- grams, and P is ini nillimters of mercury.
*ential diagnosis of glaucoma. Tonography is a In previous work (Ref. 1) , the emrpirical for-

technique for measuring the ease (facility) by r'ula for this relati- ship is given as follows:
which aqueous fluid leaves the interior of the
eye and enters the venous systerm. Blockage of
the aqueous outflow channels of the eye is a A %63.1 F+ 0.67
cause of glaucoma and also of the accompanyino
ocular hypertension that leads to blindniess.
In the new tonographic method, an applanating Tile large deviation from tne Imhert-F:ck law is
surface flattens the cornea until a prescribed attr_,buted to corneal bending forces, surface
level of intraocular pressure is reached. Tlbis tension, and the finite thick:.ess of the cornea.
pressure is maintained constant by servo con- Since the use of the empirical tormula gives a
trol of the applanation force. The increase facility that is 27 lower thar thet of the
in force required to ho'd the intraocular pres- imbert-Fick law, a verification of the empiri-
sure constant givei a measure of the facility cal relationshi. .s indicated.
of the eye. The computation of facility from We have tested this application of the
the increase in valuC Of the foice during the Imbert-Fick law with the appdratus shown in
course of the measurement requires the use of Fig. 1. Cornea from enucleated eyes were
the Imbert-Fick law. The appl~cati, :. of the excised along a circle to include 1 mi- of
Imbert-Fick law for this -urpcs-. has ho)eei chal- sclera beyon~d the lir'bus. The corneal speci-
lenged (Ref. 1). The questioni rais.'d is -,;"por- men uas ther, mounted in a plistic chamber that
tant in the evaluation of constart-pi-sure held the cornea in place by clamping onto the
tonography and is examined in the e:xper,.ments sclera. the charber was then pressurized with
to be described in this report. fluid, and the cornea assured its natural

shape. Tonography could them be perform~ed on
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS the cornea. These experiments used eight rab-

bit corneas and two hirram corneas that were re-
The Imbert-Fick law is assumed in constant- lected as unsuitable donor raterial for kera-

pressure tonography for corputing th, value of toplasty.
aqueot fa~cility from the tonogirom o. a~red in
the measurement. A published result ,ndicated
that a large deviation from the theoe r:ca'
Imbert-Fick law occurs in its appscatior to
topography, a deviation that m~ay reut,.,. :e a sul.-
stantial correction to the calibration n*harts
used in this clinical procedure. Since we are Maniometer for setting
generating the charts, it is irportar.t to knci (lidfilir tressiire

if such corrections are necessary.
our results show that, :n this apl.l ication, Mn r for

deviations from the In-bert-rick law are srall filIfoj
com~arcd with other errors, and speciali corr - '.Sv
tions for the deviations cannot be .t!d Lenqlh oflPE No 10 f
Any corrections for the nonideal use of this g l tbmi to iqive reqsr'.'l CondP~rpt j C
law shoulId await d new forrulatiun cn! the la , 4 vatuneof fjiltv Corne lanpli

based on- a theoretical treatrent tl'at includes

such as the finite thickness of thv cornpa, the -

bi.nding forces of the cornea, and the surfac v
tersion of the tear film- of the eye. iAbsll

DISCUSSI ON wi'fitet

The Imbert-Fick law expresses the roiat icr- o
ship of the area of flattvnin. A, of ,'thin

spherical membrane by a flat s-i face as a lun.- Fi1ApaaufoTetn ngrhc stmet nexsd
tion of the force, W, exerted ny the s..rface Fg1AprtsfrTsigTiorpi itrmnsA xie
against the mnenibiane, and the i.ressure, t', on cornea is clamped in a holloA fluid fitted chamber to that the
the inner side of the membrane with respect to cornea will assume itsnatural shape for sonographic tests, A
the pressure outside: three-way valve allows fluid connections to either manometer

3nd, in the position shown, aflows a direct measurement of
the facility (inverse of the resistivity) of the small diameter PE

A 73.5 , ubinq (76 3/39)

-- f -W I,. .. ..
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For the test of the Imbert-Fick law, the 07 1 1 I
three-way valve shown in Fig. I was turned to
connect only the right-hand manometer. In the
experiment, the flat surface of the applanator
was applied with known values of force against 0.6
the cornea clamped in the chamber. From the
volume displaced (as measured by the bubble
movement in the pipette) the area of flatten- 0.5
ing by the applanator was computed and plotted
against the ratio of applanation force and I
chamber pressure. The results are shown in E %
Fig. 2 for 50 trials at various values of pres- E 04
sure and force. The equation obtained by a E
least-square fit is:

A - 68.2 H + 3.5 0

02

70.

~60.E o
E 0 01 02 03 04 0.5 0.6 0.7
c50, Fdcit LA (Pt min mm Hg)

C I Fig 3 A Comperison of the Facility of Various Lengths of PE Tubing
40 £ as Measured Directly by Bubble Mov*ment in the Calibrated

SPipette (CA) and as Measured by the Constant.Pressure Tono.
Z 30- graphic lnstrurment (CM) (76-3/41)

10i - - consisting of 50 trials were pooled, and theI data points of CM and CA were fitted by least

OL. . - squares with the following results:
0 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10

W Ap,,;anation force Ig) . 094 c +002
P Introculaf pressure (mm Hg) M A

Fig. 2 The Area of Applanation (flattening by a flat surface) as a The regression line shows a close corre-
Function of Force Producing the Corneal Flattening and the spondence between the two methods of measure-
PressureBehindtheCorneaProducedbytheColumnofWater ment. Using this equation to culculate CM from
in the Manomet2r for Setting Chamber Pressure. The straight CA, the results yield answers with an accuracy
lineis aleast.square fit to the 50 datapoints. (76.3/40) of !8% based on the standard error of the slope

and intercept of the fitted line. The result
is consistent with the data shown in Fiv. 2,
but not with the data published in Ref. 1.

Using this equation gives facility values Therefore, based on our results, error compen-
averaging 61 lower than the Imbert-Fick law. sation appears unnecessary in constant-pressure

The same apparatus and the excised cornea tonography for deviations from the Imbert-Fick
were used to test the constant-pressure tonog- law. A correction cf 6% would contribute lit-
raphy procedure and to secure additional infor- tle to the accuracy because errors of about 20%
mation about the validity of the Imbert-Fick from other causes already exist in this tonog-
law for this application. With the valve in raphy procedure. Moreover, the correction that
the position shown in Fig. 1, the facility might be proposed for the average eye by using
(reciprocal of the resistivity) of various our empirical equation for the Imbert-Fick law
lengths of tubing was measured. Then, by turn- has a magnitude not much different from the
ing the valve to connect only the left-hand empirical equation's inherent error. Therefore,
manometer, constant-pressure tonography was lacking better measurement precision, the cor-
performed on the mounted cornea to determine rection to the law sboulid come from a theoreti-
the tubing facility with the tonography instru- cal treatment of th2 Imbert-Fick law for this
ment. Figure 3 shows the result of measuring specific application.
tubinq facility by means of the tonography in-
scrument, CM, versus measuring the tubing facil- REFERENCE
ity by means of the air bubble movement in the
graduated pipette, CA. For each cornea, these 1. J. Gloater and E. S. Perkins, "The Valid-
measurements were performed using several levels ity of the imbert-Fick Law as Applied to
of constant pressure. Since the results were Applanation Tonometry," Exp. Eye Res.,
uncorrelated (p < 0.01) with pressure, the data Vol. 2, 1963, pp. 274-283.
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B C Rand can be referred to relevant literature.
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT. AND §39 Thus, by using the terminal, the physician is,

ENGINEERING in a sense, consulting with the group of medi-
cal specialists who have provided the informs-

Research by: FSE tion for the development of the consultation
Support: Collaborative Agreement with Rutgers program and its data base.

s uThe glaucoma consultation program in its
University under USPHS Grant 5 P07 RR0o43 present form leads the physician by displaying

L. J. Viernstein (APL) and I. P. Pollack (JHMI) questions concerning the patient's condition.
Most questions are arranged so that the physi-October 1915-September 1976 -.:an can respond yes or no. Other questions
req-oire a numerical value from a test such as
visual acuity, tonometry, aqueous outflow facil-

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN ity, or gonioscopy angle. The questioning be-
arlcomes detailed only if the computer program

* MEDICINE develops evidence of pathology from the answers
to the quest.ons. A printout is generated in

A problem in clinical medicine now receiv- which the findings are reviewed together with
ing increased attention is the growing gap be- their relationship with the past history of the
tween the large increase in medical knowledge patient (if such information was entered pre-
and the limited information available to prac- viously). Then the recommended diagnosis and
ticing physicians. The development of computer- treatment are given. On request, a justifica-
based consultation programs is one approach to tion for the conclusions is printed together
closing the gap. The computer programs contain with a brief explanation from current clinical
a large data base of the latest medical infor- and research papers on the condition diagnosed.
mation and use artificial intelligence tech- The general method (Ref. 1) used in the
niques for securing the specific information computer-based glaucoma consultation program
required by the physician. is called CASNET (the causal associational net-

The Division of Research Resources of the work). An overview of the CASNET consultation
National Institutes of Health (NIH) is support- program is shown in Fig. 1. The data acquisi-
ing advanced methods of computer science for tion module is controlled by the main command
improving health care delivery. This division module, which selects the strategy to be used
is supporting the development of computerized for securing the data. Once a lead is picked
consultation programs in such areas as internal up, the structure of the questions follows a
medicine, bacteriology, and ophthalmology, model of the suspected disease. The interpre-

We are aiding in the evaluation of a glau- tation module applies the built-in rules for
* . coma consultation program developed at Rutgers evaluating evidence, which consist of confirm-

University under the support of NIH. This is ing or denying nodes in the causal network.
the first consultation program in which a num- The causal network rules propagate the evidence
ber of medical centers throughout the country throughout the network and cause new states to
are linked to a common medical data base. The be activated, triggering appropriate questions
participants in the collaborative network are through the data acquisition module. When suf-
the Mt. Sinai School of Medicine, the Johns ficient data have been gathered on the case,
Hopkins Hospital, ,;..hington University, the the weights set by the findings are summed

" University of Illinois at Chicago, and the Uni- along the various pathways. From this, a hy-
versity of Miami. Each center has computer pothesis is generated based on the classifi-
terminals connected to the TYMNET commonication cation rules in the program. After the diag-
center via telephone. All the collaborators nosis is given, the reasoning that led to it is
have access to the Sumex PDP-iO computer at printed out, giving (a) the causal pathways
Stanford University that provides a nationally used to support the diagnosis, (b) direct evi-
shared resource for artificial intelligence in dence supporting the activation of states within
medicine. It is envisioned that local physi- the relevant pathways, and (c) the manner in
cians ultimately will rent such terminals for uhich conflicts of evidence were decided. The
securing consultation service and for obtaining diagnostic interpretation is used as the basis
the latest information in specific areas of for therapy selection, making use of the pro-
medicine. grammed therapy rules appropriate for the diag-

nosis while taking into account characteristics
DISCUSSION of the individual patient. The motivation for

the intensive modeling and development of the
The objective of computer-based medical CASNET system derives from the prevalence and

consultation programs is to provide physicians, seriousness of glaucoma, a disease that, un-
especially in remote areas, access to the best treated, leads eventually to permanent b)ind-
thinking and knowledge available on various ness.
diseases, particularly those difficult to We have been contributing to the develop-
diagnose. The method is superior to a textbook ment of the glaucoma consultation program by
search because initially the physician may not entering patient information into the consulta-
have a good idea of where the essential infer- tion program and comparing the computer re-
mation exists in the literature. Aided by com- sponses with those of skilled physicians at the
puter prompting, the physician enters informa- Wilmer Eye Clinic of Johns Hopkins. We have
tion about the patient's condition. The com- sent to Putgers University over the same tele-
puter does the search and analysis, and phone network corrections and suggestions for
recommends additional tests if the information improving the program. Conflicts do arise be-
is not complete enough. If sufficient informa- tween the centers, especially in the area of
tion is on hand, the computer returns to the treatment, and are usually resolved at general
physician a diagnosis and recommended treatment. meetings of all the participants at Rutgers
The physician can demand and receive an expla- University. When conflicts cannot be resolved,
nation justifying the diagnosis and treatment the alternate treatments with their supporting
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SPatient data I"

Daaaqutodu Model of disease•o

Structure of questions
Causal network rules

Interpretation Structure of key pathways
of finding,

P ov e laoa strategies

Determination
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r Likely i t and diagnosis Weil
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E v i e n c d a g n o s t c
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Changes i n f ASTprgahaebecocuinabtteporssand teteto
numros a areslofntcton Trutmnt f ptetppltosmyb aeaalbet

I anaysi and
Srecommendations

c Data storage

Fig.S nvview of the Orgizaton of t CASNET Computer Program
that wll Provide Glucoma Consultaton Services to Physians

Anyw te in r U S r76-3/43)

arguments are presented in the treatment sec- We are also setting tip a plan for pooling

tion of the consultation program. The long- patient information rom various parts of the
term storage of data will eventually build up country. For some diseases (for example, uni-
evidence of the efficacy of different treat- lateral ocular hypertension), no single center
ments. has enough pp.!.4.nts for a comprehensive study.

The pooling of siformaton from all the medical
FUTURE PLANS centers will allow the collection of data on asignificant number" of cases so that meaningful

Changes in the CASNET program have been conclusions about the progress and treatment ofnumerous as a result of the contributions of patient populations may be made available to

glaucoma specialists at the various medical all ophthalmologists.
centers. The existing program is written inSnobol and Fortran, computer languages not suit-
able for frequent changes. Alterations of one
part of the consultation program have led to
difficulties in other parts. A radically re- REFERENCE
vised conqultation program written in Lisp, a
list processing language, will soon be put on 1. C. A. Kulikowski, S. Weiss, and A. Safir,
line. The Lisp language is more flexible and "Glaucoma Diagnosis and Therapy by Com-
will allow independent changes to be made in puter," Proceedin2 of Annual Meeting,
the glaucoma consultation program without dis- Associato ,o Reerch in Vision and
rupting other parts of it. Ophthalmology, May 1973.
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INDICATOR DYE STUDIES
The morphological abnormalities of various Eosin Y

" disease states of the retina, choroid, and Erythrosin B
vitreous have been previously investigated ard Phloxene B
documented. lowever, the interrelationship be- Resazurin
tween blood flow, vascular characteristics, and Rhodamine S
tissue metabolic requirements in the vascula- Brilliant sulfoflavin
ture of normal and diseased eyes has not been 8-Hydroxy-l,3,6-pyrene trisilfonic and
adequately quantified. trisodium salt

. Angiography is a noninvasivt technique that Phloxine rhodamine
can be applied to human subjects. Although A,S-Dichlorofluorescein
fluorescein angiography has contributed signifi- iK-1460 I These are catalog numbers of
cantly to the understanding of several retinal NK-1469 1 cyanine dyes produced by the
and choroidal diseases, tkare are still major Nippon Kanko Shikiso Kenkyusho
limitat4ons to their study, particularly to Company of Japan.
studying the choroidal circulation. For exam- One suitable absorption dye was found, Patent
ple, at the wavelength where sodium fluorescein Blue.

- emits energy, there is very low transmission Angograms of rhesus monkey* have been
through t e pigment epithelium and xanthophyll made with all these dyes. In addition to the
pigment of the macula. dyes that we have tested for fluore&cence,

To overcome such obstacles, we are per- solubility, and toxicity, several other unteted
forming a aystomatic and comparative evaluation dyes may be useful with respect to toxicity
of indicator substances, with sodium fluorescein
as a reference, in the study of retinal and NK-1839
choroidal circulations. Specifically, we are NK-le,3

NK-207
1. Evaluating a list of dyes given by NIH, NK-2075
2. Suggesting additional indicator substances, Rhodamine WT
3. Obtaining in vitro spectral characteristi(.s Caybazine 720

of the indicator substances,
4. Testing the dyes for toxicity,
5. Performing animal angiography with flucres-

cent nontoxic dyes, FUTUREPLANS
6. Evaluating the vascular morphology from the

angiographic photographs, and
7. Making quantitative measurements of retinal This contract ended on 30 June 1976. An

and choroidal blood flow. NIH-NET Zrant proposal will be submitted I No-
vember '076 for continuation testing of a se-

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION lected set of these dyes for chronic toxicity
and carcinogenic effects, and to improve the

Ne 'y 700 dyer were screened during the quality of the angiograms.
period oi he contract. The following water- Nine papers written on the work performed
soluble an. nontoxic fluorescent dyes were under this contract are being submitted to tech-
found to be suitable for angiography: nical journals for publication.

TIH[ IOHNS HOPKINS UNIVfRSIIY * APPLIfD PHYS.CS LABORATORY
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7_
STUDIES OF RETINAL ISCHEMIA

The objectives of this project are:
(a) to investigate the separate contributions
of the choroidal and retinal circuldtions to
retinal tissue oxygenation; (b) to map the sur-
face retinal oxygen tension (P02), determining Fig. 1 Sample of Beled, Glan.Insulatod, Exposed Platinum
areas of differences, if any, with special Milcoelsctrode. (76-3/52)
reference to the temporal periphery of the
retina, the site of predilection for sickle of 8 pm, which is well under the specified
cell and several related retinopathies; (c) to limit (criterion 2 above).
measure the arterio-venous difference of oxygen The bevel on the electrodes is usually
in different zones of the retina as an index about 300 (see Fig. 1). This produces m
of metabolic activity; and (d) to investigate fairly sharp glass cutting edge that easily
further the effects of hyperbaric c "vgen on penetrates tissue, producing minimum trauma
retinal ischemia. and minimum tissue drag (c:iterion 3 above).

* iNevertheless, experience indicates that for
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS in vivo use the electrodes should be advanced

to their farthest limits in the tissue and the
As indicated in the previous Annual Report measurements made as the electrode is with-

(Ref. I, procurement of microelectrode, having drawn in order to avoid puckering the tissue.
suitable characteristics for pulsed polaro- Local electrore,;inographic potentials
graphic oxygen measurements has been a major have been satisfactorily recorded with the
problem. Since commercially produced micro- microelectrode, and they produce linear p02
electrodes proved to be highly unreliable and versus current calibration curves (criterion
expensive, we endeavored to fabricate our own. 1 above). These calibrations have been found
The technique for production of beveled, glass- to be stable over a period o: several days in
insulated, exposed platinum microelectrodes vitro, especially whaa the polarizing poten-
such as the sample shown in the scanning elec- tial of -0.6 V DC is applied in single pulses
tron micrograph (Fig. 1) has been perfected in of 400-ms duration. (Only one such pulse is
our laboratory. By greatly modifying the K. T. required for each p02 measurement.)
Brown beveling method for production of glass Measurements of vitreal p02 levels were
micropipettes, we are now able to produce quan- made in primate eyes while the animal was breath-
tities of these microelectrodes routinely, of ing first room air, then 100% 02, and finally, a
which more than 90% meet the criteria for use mixture of room air and humidified nitrogen. In

A in our experiments. These criteria are reiter- general, changes in pO2 resulting from breath-
ated: ing the different gas mixtures were more pro-

1. The electrodes must have small, sharp, and nounced when measurements were made close to
exposed noble metal tips (i.e., ,Ct covered the retina then at a distance from it. Quali-
by a membrane and not recessed) since the tative measurements were repeatable, but quan-
electrodes must be capable of sensing local titative measurements were inhibited by the
elecroretinographxc potentials in addition presence of an additional, unwanted cirrent
to tissue pO2 eespath between the platinum microelect-.de and

to isue 02levels; the gA~ eeec lcrdaprnl2. Since 0, microelectrode measurements are e Ag/AgCl reference electrode, apparently
affectea by oxygen levels within approxi- estailished in vivc between the platinum elec-
mately six (exposed metal) tip diameters, trode and ground through the anital. Once the
a requirement for diameters of less than unwarito current pathway was located, an appro-
10 vm is imposed by the necessity to priate modification to the polarogranhic elec-
achieve a degree of spatial resolution tronics was designed and implemented to nullify
while measuring P02 levels within the vari- it. Measurements .ll be continued with the

ous tissue layers; and modifie1 electronics.
3. The microelectrode tips must be sharp and FUTURE PLANS

have a fairly high degre? of stuctural
integrity ir order to peietrate the intra- During the final year of this study, the
ocular tissues easily.
It was demonstrated that the mir~mum following specific objectives will be pursued:

microelectrode impedance needed to i, terface 1. To complete measurements of vitreal P0 2
with the polarographic electronics is approxi- levels in the eyes of primates while they
mately 16 M (measured at I kHz). Inspection breathe gases of varying 02 cont,..t and
by scanning electr~o microscope of electrode then to extend the measurements to intra-
tips grodnd to produce that particular imped- retinal and choroidal tljsuesZ
dnce indicated thpt the average exposed plati- 2. By placing the 02 microelectrodes in elec-
num area is 50 LmL. Thus, the microelectrodes trically conductive gels whose gas diffu-
have equivalent (exposed metal) tip diameters sion coefficients have been determined,
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to attempt to demonstrate the preeguned de-
pendence of initial pciarographic currentdecay on the 02 diffusion characteristics
of the medium; and

3. Upon successful completion of 2 above, to
attempt to determine oxygen diffusion char-acteristics of intraocular tissues by analy-
sis of current decay' data recorded duri',,
collection of data for goal 1 above.

REFERENCE

. Section 64, Annual Repo}rt, October 1974-
September 1975, APL/JHU MOR/75-3.
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* : Research by: CBP U.-V
Supoort: Grant from Hynsoa, Westcott and Dunning,

Inc. and USPHS Grant EY-01008 (NEI)

R. W. Flower
October 1975-September 1916

SIMULTANEOUS RETINAL AND
CHOROIDAL. ANGIOGRAPHY

This research ptogram is an outgrowth of
the Studies of Ppti-I Ischemia Program. As
part of th&L proq'i-, it was necessary to de-
velop a way to viet, ro,.tinely th, flow of blood 1 1 ModifiedStandardZe FundusC mCasi. (76-3/53)
through the choroidal circulation. Having de-
vised a method to do this simultarnously with
stndard fluorescein angiography, an effort will
be made to evaluate ,,e method in terms of its
clinical usefulness.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
As indicated in the previous Annual Report

(Ref. 1), a standard Zeiss fundus camera has
been modified by installing a continuous light

source and a motorized 35-mm 
camera (capable of

operating at 4 frames per second) to record an-
giographically the rapid sequence of choroidal
dye-filling events. The modification consists
of simple adaptors that can be easily applied to
or removed from the fundus camera. Simplicity
in deaign of the camera modifications was predi-
cated on the idea that the technique of choroi-
dal angiography must be refined to the point
where it can be economically and reliably dupli-
cated by other investigators so that the ulti-mate value of choroidal angiography can be

determined. Although the adaptors were con- Fig.2 SequnceofAnogramsMade on aHunSubjectSfrerne
structed for use on a conventional Zeiss fundus seond. (7-)
camera, similar adaptors can perform identical
tunctions on other types of fundus cameras. The
modifications are shown in Fiq. 1 and are fluorescence intensity or absorption of -nergy
briefly described below, by any other dye (such as sodium fluorescein)

An adaptor, containing a 132-mm field lens simultaneously in~ected and photographed with

and a 55-mm f/3.5 relay lens as well as the in- ICG. From this data, dye concentration in in-

docyanine green (ICG) barrier filter, reduces dividual ocular blood -essels may be determined.

the image size of the fundus to a diameter of To the best of our know.edge, this technique is
approximately 17 mm in the photographic film the first reported way to obtain these kinds of

plane. Reduction of the image size results in data from the eye noninvasively in a manner in

the availability of a higher luminous flux for which they can be truly quantified (Ref. 2).

the high-speed infrared film, assuring adequate Another area investigated during the past

exposure. A motorized Nikon 35-mm camera pow- year was the effect of occlusion of choroidal

ered by a battery supply is attached to the arteries on the dynamics of choroidal blood

adaptor. The fundus camera's usual xenon flash flow, Although occlusions have been attsnpted
lamp is replaced by a General Electric FCS, in primate eyes with varying degrees of success,

150-W quartz halogen lamp powered by 24 VAC we were fortunate to be able to examine exten-
supply. The small relay box synchronizes the sively one human case of central retinal artery
usual Zeiss power supply with the 24 VAC supply. occlusion in which segments of the choroidal

Figure 2 shows a sequence of angiograms circulation were also involved. The primate in-

made on a human subject at a rate of 5 frames vestigations are still going on, but the results

per second. (The pictures were made with a of the human case study have been successfully
35-mm motion pl.cture camera having a 1/5-s used to explain the sequela of electroretino-
shutter speed instead of the motorized 35-mm graphic events and visual field anomalies ob-

Nikon camera shown in Fig. 1.) The sequence of served in the patient (Ref. 3).
angiograms was made near the equator of the eye
where the filling of a vortex venous system is FUTURE PLANS
demonstrated.

A methvd has also been perfected to quan- Optical components ,:f the modified fundus
tify the fluorescence intensity of ICG and the camera have apparently been refined to the ex-

TtE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY a APPLIED PNYSICS tABORATORY
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tent that resolution of choroidal vascular we will attempt to render whatever technical
structures is limited by properties inherent in assistance we can to our collaborators and will
the eye itself. The modifications described in attempt to maintain active communication among
this report make it possible to achieve adequate them concerning their individual progress.
temporal resolution in choroidal angiograms by
using a continuous light source. Therefore, a REFERENCES
larger group of investigators might now consider
using the technique of choroidal angiography. 1. Section 65, Annual Report, October 1974-

Future work to determine the ultimate clin- September 1975, APL/JHU MQR/75-3.
ical value of choroidal angiography must be per- 2. R. W. Flower end B. F. Hochheimer, "Ouanti-
formed by clinicians who routinely evaluate the fication of Fluorescent Dye Concentration
intraocular circulations. Since several clini- in Vessels of the Ocular Fundus" (submitted
cal investigators in the U.S. and Europe are to Vis. Res.).
cur-ently using the technique and are obtaining 3. R. Flower, P. Speros, and K. R. Kenyon,
tecnnically satisfactory results, its clinical "Electroretinographic Changes and Choroidal
usefulness should be fairly well established Defects in e Case of Central Retinal Artery
within the next five years. During that time, Occlusion" (Am. J. Ophthal., in press).
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Research by: RTP, CBP 11A
Support: USPHS Grants NS-07226 (NINCDS) and 11,

EY-01008 (NEI), and APL
J. F. Bird, R. W. Flower, and G. H. Mowbray _ L
October 1975-September 1976 :

ANALYSIS OF RETINAL RESPONSES * s
E

Electroretinographic (ERG) transient re- u
sponses were elicited from monkey retinas by UL

0I.- abruptly changing the periodicity of a rapidly W a

stimulus previously studied behaviorally in hu-

mar. (Ref. 1). The suprafusion ERG transients
were recorded simultaneously with visually
evoked potentials (VEP) in the monkcy cortex 9 0

(Ref. 2) which we have analyzed and related to
the human perceptions in earlier reports (Refs.
3 and 4). The ERG records have now been ana-
lyzed and interpreted by means of a theory of
dynamic visual rtsponses (Refs. I and 5). Pre-
liminary results were indicated in Ref. 2, and -1- 0 5 10
complete results are detailed in a paper in
preparation (Ref. 6). The ERG findings are the Period jump(ms)
subject of the present report. Fs. 1 Pincial Components (PC) Amplitudes * Functions of Pmnod.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS Jump (24t). (Semson I1 1A, and 118; first PC open syrials.

second PC solid.) (76-3/48)
The suprafusion ERG transients elicited for

various jumps in period (t, - t2 ) of the lumi-
nance modulation were recorded from one monkey
in one experimental session (I) and from another
in two other sessions (IIA and IIB). Standard T I
ERG electrodes were used, and the transient was ElmentmComponent Visn(%)
detected by averaging 1 50 responses at each
period-jump tested in each session. Various Session
pairs of periods ranging between i and 10 ms
were used, such that different period-pairs I I !IA ( lIB
(tl, t2 ) gave the same period-jump (t2 - tl). Component (selected) (al) I (filtered)
This tested the theoretical prediction that the I t
suprafusion transient as a function of periods Linear 63 55 60
varies only as t2 - t1 . The averaged ERG values I
were redticed to principal components (PC) (of Rectified 31 I 29 36
Refs. 3 and 4). The results of the PC data anal-
ysis verified the theoretical expectation, as Other 6 16 4
shown in Fig. 1. Thus, the suprefusion ERG -a -

transient has the character of an elemental ret-
inal response that is directly interpretable its
a dynamic theory of vision (Ref. 5).

Theoretical analysis of the suprafusion ERG
transient in terms of retinal dynamics reduces
the data waveforms to two elemental components FUTURE PLANS
(Table I). One that accounts for approximately
two-thirds of the total ERG data variance is The theory has been broadened and applied
strictly linear (1) and is closely related to to color vision dynamics, and a proposal for
the simultaneous cortical VEP correlated previ- chromatic studi-s in collaboration with JHMI has
ously with suprafusion perceptions in man (Refs. been submitted _o NIH. Related psychophysical,
3 and 4). The other component, which comprises VEP, and ERG studies are under consideration.
approximately one-third of the ERG, is a recti-
fication (R) that we find closely associated DISCUSSION
with amacrine cell activity in the retina (Ref.
63. Theory firther indicates that high-fre- The theory of suprafusion transients (Ref.
quency nonlinear ERG flicker offers separate 1) and an analysis of retinal dynamics (Ref. 6)
measures of activities proximal and distal to showed that the ERG transient due to period-jump
the amacrine neurons. Thus. theoretical analyses tl - t2 in a retinal illuminance modulated about
of suprafusion ERG experiments might accomplish a mean level It has the high-frequency approxi-
a virtual dissection of the retina. mation
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GL (t) GR (t) The rectifying element GR represents an es-
sential nonlinearity of the retina, disclosed
by the suprafusion technique to be unexpectedly
substantial (Table 1). GR possesses a number
of features that implicate on-off amacrisse cells
as the origin, and possible sole agent, of the
retinal rectification (Ref. 6). Briefly, the
symmetric-rectification in the GR term of Eq.
(1) and the monophasic, single-peaked GR form
of Fig. 2 point to intracellular amacrine po-

IIA tentials as the source; the size, polarity,
latency, and duration of GR (Fig. 2) are only
consistent with known extracellular and extra-
retinal signs of amacrine activity. On the hy-
pothesis of an amacrine origin of GR, it fol-
lows that harmonics generated by the retinal

11B rectification in high-frequency ERG flicker
offer a measure of separate retinal activities
distal and proximal to the amacrine cells (Ref.

6). Thus, analysis of high-frequency ERG tran-I0 V/s sie:ta and flicker together might effect a non-
invasive dissection of the retina.

25 ml
REFERENCES

Fig. 2 Elmental Given's Functions for Lmier (GL and Rectifying(GA)Opet,o nwdmiedInSeuiofl$1.IA.bldllB. 1. 3. F. Bird and G. H. Mowbray, "Analysis of
(7io49) Transient Visual Sensations above the

Flicker Fusion Frequency," Vision Research,
Vol. 13, March 197Z. pp. 673-687.

2. R. W. Flower, j. F. Bird, and G. H. Mowbray,
"Retinal and Cortical Electrophysiological

ERG 1-2t) 13[(t 2- Responses to Instantaneous Frequency Shifts
s(2 tl)GL(t) in Light Modulated above Fusion," Investi-lative Ophthalmology, Vol. 14, anuarya'ry-75,
+ it2  - t G (tf , (1) ppVJ.. 4-78. T9

3. G. H. Mowbray, R. W. Flower, and J. F. Bird,
where GL(t) and GR(t) are the elemental Green's "Visual Cortex Responses to Abrupt Changes
functions for linear and rectifying r-inal op- in the Periodicity of Rapidly Intermittent
erations, respectively (cf Table 1). These ele- Light," Electroencepho Clinical Heurophysi-
mental functions are determined from the mea- ology, Voi. 39, October 1975, pp. J05-312.
sured ERG waveforms by a least-squares calcula- 4. Sect on 66, Ana Rog, October 1974-
tion. Figure 2 shows the calculated GL and GR September 1975,AP/HU MQR/ 5-3.
from each of the three experimental sessions. 5. J. F. Bird, R. W. Flower, and G. H. Mowbray,
The overall consistency among the three separate "An Elemental Phenomenon of Vision - Supra-
determinations appears satisfactory. fusion Transients: General Theory, Retinal-

The linear element GL bears a close rela- Cortical Manifestations, Potential Applica-
tion to the cortical suprafusion VEP transients tion," J. Theoretical Biology, Vol. 55,
(Refs. s and 4) recorded simultaneously with the Part 2, December 1975, pp. 53-557.
ERG, and its Fourier transform correlates well 6. J. F. Bird, R. W. Flower, and G. H. Mowbray,
with neuronal and psychophysical sinusoidal re- "Analysis of the Retina via Suprafusion
sponses, as indicated in a preliminary analysis Electroretinography," Vision Research (to
(Ref. 5) and discussed further in Ref. 6. be submitted).
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BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND §44 DISCUSSION
ENGINEERING study Population. Dr. Donlin M. Long,

Chairman of the Department of Neurosurgery at
Research by: S2P the Johns Hopkins Hospital, has so far implanted
Support: NASA PR No. S-55719A epidural stimulators in 37 patients. Of the 33

who could be reached for follow-up, two wereR. B. Noith, T. A. Fischell, and R. E. Fischell eliminated from the study because of intercur-
June-September 1976 rent use of other stimulation devices.

Domoirphic Dta. The 31 patients studied
(13 maie, 1 0fehave a mean age of 48. All
are CaucasJln; 27 are marrieds education and

PAIN RELIEF BY ELECTRICAL annual income are slightly above average. Four-
teen are actively employed, three retired, and

STIMULATION fourteen disabled.
Medical Histories. Twenty-four of the 31

patients studied suffer from chronic low-back
Among the more promising potential applica- syndrome, sometimes referred to as "failed back-

tions for the implantable, rechargeable, pro- surgery syndrome.", One patient has cervical
grammable stimulator that is evolving from the syndrome, or chronic neck pain; two are cancer
APL rechargeable cardiac pacemaker is stimula- patients; two are amputees - one with phantom
tion of the nervous system to relieve chronic, limb pain, one with amputation neuroma; and one
intractable pain. Originally inspired by the has muscular dystrophy. Collectively, these
now controversial "gate theory" (Ref. 1), elec- patients have undergone 161 operations, an aver-
trical stimulation has been applied at many age of 5.2 per patient, without satisfactory
sites to produce analgesia (Ref. 2). The most pain relief.
widely known technique, implantation of stimu- Study Methods. All 31 patients responded
lating electrodes over the spinal cord, has to a structured questionnaire: 17 were inter-
hitherto involved a major surgical procedure viewed in person at APL, at Johns Hopkins Hospi-
under general anesthesia (Ref. 3). Currently tel, or at home, and 14 by telephone with the
undergoing evaluation at the Johns Hopkins Hoe- aid of written material sent through the mails.
pital-is a new technique whereby electrodes are Since pain, like many symptoms of disease, is
inserted into the epidural space overlying the not manifest in any objective way, pain inten-
spinal cord via a Tuohy needle. Surgical risks sity and degree of relief were graded subjec-
are greatly reduced, and the use of local anes- tively by each patient. Since stimulation of
thesis permits the electrode's position to be sufficient amplitude to provide pain relief pro-
optimized by feedback from the patient. This duces a sensation by itself, a blind, controlled
simple technique may have broad applicability to study was not planned, but some controls were
cases of intractable pain due to chronic low- generated inadvertently by device failures.
back syndrome, terminal cancer, and many other Stimulation of the spinal cord does produce ob-
disorders. jective neurophysiologLcal changes that corre-

A follow-up study of patients with pidural late with pain relief (Ref. 4), but the ultimate
stimulators was undertaken in the sumer of 1976 criterion of success for this technique, as for
to answer the following questions: (a) How ef- more drastic measures undertaken,in the past, is
fective is epidural stimulation for pain relief? a patient's subjective impression. There eists
(b) What, if any, are its side effects? (c) Is no adequate animal model by which these methods
the externally powered stimulator currently in might be evaluated.
use adequate? d) What is the patient's atti- Results. The efficacy of epidural stimula-
tude toward a fully implanted system? (e) What tion Tor pain relief was quantified in three
are the design requirements for a fully in- ways. First, each patient was asked what per-
planted system? centage of time he experienced each of five de-

grees of pain ranging from no pain to excruci-
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS ating pain, both with and without stimulation.

The resulting profile for the average of 31 pa-
Epidural stimulation, as judged by three tients is presented in Fig. 1. Second, each pa-

subjective rating methods, successfully relieved tient was asked to compare the relief provided
chronic, intractable pain in from 23 to 26 of 31 by epidural stimulation with that resulting from
patients studied. Reported improvements in the previous operations. Eighteen rated stimulation
ability to perform various daily activities, and as much more effective, five as slightly more
elimination of drug usage by many patients, cor- effective, four as about the same, one as
roborate this finding, slightly less effective, and two as much less

The -ide effects of stimulation, both as effective. (One patient had had no previous
subjectively reported and as objectively mea- surgery.) Third, each patient was asked
sured by sensory testing, are not significant. whether, in view of the hospitalization, ex-

The externally powered, partially implanted pense, and discomfort associated with the proce-
* system in current use suffers from problems of dure, he would go through it all again for the

unreliability and inconvenience to the patient. same degree of pain relief. Twenty-one answered
Twenty-six of 31 patients reportedly would un- emphatically yes, five yes, three no, one em-
dergo a second operation solely to replace it phatically no, and one was neutral.
with a totally implanted, rechargeable device. Efficacy was indirectly measured by asking
Experience with the present system dictates that each patient to rate the difficulty he encoun-
such a device permit control of stimulation an- tered as the result of pain in performing vari-
plitude by the patient, with an on-off switching ous activities, with and without stimulation.
capability and perhaps automatic duty cycling. Significant, and in many cases dramatic, im-

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY * APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY
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Fig. 2 Devices Still In Service (as of Auust 1976). (76-3/35)
Fig. I Effect of Epidural Stimulation on itient's Pain Experience.

--(76-3/34)

provements were reported by most patients in 20
their ability to sleep, sit up, stand, walk, eat
at a table, dress, climb stairs, and have sexual
relations. Although still subjective, this cri-
terion of efficacy reflects a change in life-
style more tangible than impressions of pain re-
lief.

Epidural stimulation reportedly enabled
most patients to decrease or eliminate the use
of narcotic and nonnarcotic analgesics, seda-
tives, tranquilizers, and antidepressants; alto- ' 10 -
gether, intake of 19 different drugs was affec-
ted. In particular, use of Percodan and E 8-
Demerol, both strong narcotic analgesics, was Z
curtailed by 15 and 7 patients, respectively. 6

The side effects reported by each patient,
in response to specific questions, are summa-
rized in Table 1. Undesirable side effects are
relatively few; the two patients who reportedly 2
strain to urinate during stimulation merely turn
off their stimulators as necessary. One patient -

reports the opposite effect. Reported relief 0- 1 wk- 1- 4- 0- 1 wk- 1- 4-
from constipation in eight patients is felt to lwk Imo 4mo 12mo Iwk Imo 4mo 12mo
be an indirect result of stimulation, curtail- Electrode displacements .Lew failures
ment of narcotic use is felt to .be the direct
cause.. Fig. 3 Rellbolity Time to Falllu by Me. (76-3/36)

To assess th. potential ris.k that a patient
might injure himself unknowingly because of
stimulation-induced sensory loss, objective
tests were devised to measure the function of lation sensation were further evidence that the
the three major ascending sensory tracts in the reported pain relief was not a placebo effect.
spinal cord. Simple touch threshold, two-point A number of malfunctions of the existing
discrimination, and temperature discrimination system were encountered. As shown in Fig. 3,
were tested on hand and foot, above and below 19 patients experienced a total of 36 spontane-
the level of stimulation. No significant ous electrode displacements, requiring minor
changes were produced by stimulation in the 10 surgery for repositioning of the lead and elee-
patients studied. trode to the appropriate spinal level. Attach-

At the close of the study, 23 of the 31 pa- ment of the present lead to the lumbar fascia
tients had functioning implants whose length of with an encircling milk suture is apparently in-
service ranged up to 13 months (Fig. 2). In adequate; use of an anchoring sleeve and adhe-
view of reported decreases with time in efficacy sive is contemplated as a solution. Failures in
of conventional dorsal column stimulators, it is seven patients of the lead itself are a related
of interest that eight of our patients reported problem.
increases in efficacy, and only one reported a The implanted, passive receiver in the eye-
decrease, over a 5 to 6 month median experience, ten is energized by an overlying antenna, taped
Placebo effect, whitz can be a significant fac- to the skin and connected to an externally worn
tor in pain studies, is unlikely to last this RF transmitter. Failures of this antenna were
long. Spontaneous electrode displacements caus- ubiquitous - in fact, two are supplied with each
ing loss of reported analysis but not of stimu- device. Eighteen patients report discomfort due

(UonFinueE)
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Side Effects Reported by Patients

Effect Undesirable Neutral Desirable

Local sensation Unpleasant (I) Neither pleasant Pleasant (13)
caused by Burning (1) nor unplease.nt (17)
stimulation Tingling (26)

Pulsating (8)
Vibrating (4)
Buzzini (1)

Sensory effects Metallic taste No change (25) Better sensa-
in mouth (I) tion nr

Slight numbness feet (1)in hand (1)

Slight numbness
in one leg (1)

Slight numbness
below waist (1)

Slower reaction
to heat (1)

Motor effects More difficult No change (24) Improved co-
to walk (1) ordination (4)

Slight decrease Slight increase
in strength Ui) in strength (1)

Changes in Must now strain Urinates more No longer
bladder habits to urinate (2) often (4) stralns to

Urinates less urinate (1)
often (1)

No change (23)

Changes in No change (22) Relief of con-
bowel habitsj stipation (8)

Relief of
spastic
colon (!)

Summary 11 159 _ 29

to the external coil; three report constant and Finally, since pain relief may lag behind the
five occasional slippage of the coil resulting onset of stimulation by from 1 to 120 miii. and
in loss of stimulation. Seventeen report that may persist for up to 12 h after stimulation
it is inconvenient to wear the external trans- ceases, automatic duty cycling if the device on
mitter; for reasons of convenience and cosmesis, and off may be desirable, to conserve power and
10 occasionalli endure pain rather than wear the to lessen the poss:bility of neuronal fatigue.
device. Twenty-six of the 31 patient', stated
that they are w Iling to undergo a second opera- REFERENCES
tion solely to replace their present system with
a fully implantable device, requiring weekly ]. R. M elzack and P. 11. Wall, "Pain Mecha-
recharging. nsmc: A New The- y," Science Vol. 150,

A survey of patient usage of the existing 1965, pp. 971-979.
device suggests that a totally implantable, re- 2. D. M. Long and N. Hagfors, "Electrical
chargeable, remotely programnable device must be Stimulation in the Nervous System: The
capable of delivering 4 to 10 V pulses, 0.3 to Current Status of Electrical Stimulation of
I ins in width, at a rate of 12 to 200 pulses/s. he Nervous System for Relief of Pain,"
Tle attendant average current drain, ranging Pain Vol. 1, 1975, pp. 109-123.
from 0.01 to I mA, cictates recharge intervals 3. C.--. Shealy, J. T. Mortimer, and H. P.
ranging from 4 to 25 days - an interval accept- Reswick, "Electrical Inhibition of Pain by
able to the patients studied. While the physi- Stimulation of the Dorsal Columns," Anesth.
cian alone will control most output parameters, Anag. Vol. 46, 1967, pl.. 489-491.
the patient ,at be able to turn the device on 4. R. D. G. Blair, R. G. Le- , and G.
and off and, since 21 of 31 patients report that vanderlinden, "Dorsal Column Stimulation:
amplitude changes are necessary to maintain pain Its Effect on the Somatosensory Evoked Re-
relief during postural changes, it will be nec- spmnse," Aich. Neurol. Vol. 32, 1975, pp.
essary to cor rol amplitude reImot ly as well. 826-829.
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ing rabbits subcutaneously. The specificity of

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND §45 this antiserum is presently being determined.
The light-scattering patterns of isolated

ENGINEERING brain cells have been measured using a sophis-

Research by: RTP, F3E, and RE ticated light detector consisting of 32 concen-
Sp.SPH rant NS 07226 (NINCDS) tric ring detectors and 32 wedge detectors.

Suppt UP r SRecently, data have been taken from preparations

R. A. Meyer, S. F. Haase, and R. C. Benson (APL). of rat neurons that also contained other cellu-
lar dnd subcellular particles. In order to per-

and S. E. Poduslo and G. M. McKhann (JHMI) form a statistical analysis of the light-scat-
October 1975-September 1976 tering data, two cell classificationj were

established. A "good cell" was a neuron that
appeared intact when viewed using a phase-con-
trast microscope. (This identification is based

AUTOMATIC CELL COUNTER/ on our previous experience with isolated cells.)
A "bad cell" was everything not classified as a

SORTER ;=.c.1 cell. The bad cells included granular
neurons, nuclei, subcellular debris, red blood

Flowing-cell sorting techniques are beinq cells, oligodendroglia, capillaries, and uniden-

investigated for separating speczfic brain cell tifiable debris. Data were taken from 97 good

types. Cell parareteri that cculd be measured cells and 106 bad cells.

in a flowing-cell sorting systen are being The ability to discriminate between the

studied. Cell specific antisera that can be good and bad cells has been estimated using a

labeled with a fluorescent tag have been ob- feature-reduction technique patterned after that

tained for rat neurons ard rat astrocytes. The discussed by Whitney (Ref. 8). An 11-nearest-

light scattering patterns of different types of neighbor classification rule has been used in a

brain cells have been measured using a static "leave one out" scheme to estimate the probabil-

optical system. A statistical analysis of these ity of correct classification. The decicion

data indicrtes that neurons can be separated rule is to decide "good" i t least 10 of the

from neuronal debris bascd on 1 ght-scatter in- 1 nearest neighbors have n labeled "good" by

formation. Neurons have been found to remain a human observer, with nearniess of neighbors

intact after flowing through a Becton-Dickinson defined by the Euclidian distance. Such a de-

flowing-cell sorter. cision rule in a feature-reduction program pro-
vides a useful set of parameters at the small

INTRODUCTION false-alarm rate required for high final purity
if the cells were ictually being sorted.

The ability to isolate bulk samples of The best set of parameters for separating
specific brain cell types is presently limited the two classes is shown in Fig. 1, where parame-
by the discrimination capability of sucrose gra- ter values are plotted in the :" and y direc-
dient techniques. Isolation techniques based on tions with the number of cells chown by inten-
other discrimination parameters are required to sity. (Data from the detector elpmenta have
improve the isolation of specific cell types. been combined in groups to reduce the ntunber of
Flowing-cell sorting systems have been used by measured features and thus satisfy Foley's cri-
others (Refs. I and 2) to separate single cells terion (Ref. 9) that the number of samples per
in suspension from other types of tissue. These class should be at least five times the number
systems inspect individual cells and identify of parameters measured per sample.) Besides
them by measuring the fluorescence of specifi- the composite histogram that includes all cells,
cally absorbed dyes, cell resistance (i.e., histograms are also shown for each class to in-
Coulter volume), and small-angle light scatter dicate the 1tzsity overlap between classes. Be-
(i.e., less than 2*), which is used to estimate cause of the overlap between classes defined in
cell volume (Refs. 1 and 3). Also, large-angle this manner, the best sorting that can be
light scattering can be used to provide infor- achieved is about 30% detection with a false-
mation about the interndl structure of the cells alarm rate below 5%. However, most of the over-

tRefs. 4 and 5). lap between classes is due to the granular neu-
rons in the bad cell class. If the decision
were made to accept granular neurons in the good
cell class, the separation betweea classes would

DISCUSSION be more complete. In order to determine the
improvement, the cells have been relabeled, re-

Techniques have been developed for placing sulting in a data base of 140 good cells and 63
neurons and oligodendroglia that have been iso- bad cells. The best set of parameters for
lated by our sucrose gradient techniques (Ref. 6) separating the classes of all neurons is shown
into a standard tissue culture medium, and for in Fig. 2. The feature-reduction routine indi-
maintaining the cells for a period of time. cates that about 70% of the neurons can be de-
Cell viability has been tested by measuring the tected with a false-alarm rate below 5t. It
incorporation of precursor radioisotopic amino thus appears that light-scatter information can
acid and uridine into trichloroacetic acid pre- be used to distinguish between neurons and neu-
cipitable material (Ref. 7). rona] debris.

Work has continued on the development of Recently cultured brain cells have been run
cell specific antisera. When antineuron anti- thr-ugh a Becton-Dickinson flowing-cell sorter
serum is absorbed with livEr, red blood cells, at N11. After passing through the flow system,
and astrocytes, the antiserim still reacts with neurons remained intact and appeared morphologi-
neurons (as indicated by a conventional fluores- cally the same as cells that did not flow through
cent antibody assay), and thus the antiserum is the system. There did not appear to be an in-
specific to neurons. Antiserum specific to rat crease in the granular neurons or neuronal debris
astrocytes has also been developed. Antiserum in the sorted-cell population. A light-scatter
to oligodendroglia has been obtained by in~ect- histogram was obtained for the neuron prepara-
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(a) All cells

(a) All cells

(b) Good cells plus
granular neurons

Mb Good cells

(c) Bad cells minus

c) Bad cells granular neurons

Feature No. 11 Feature No 7
(rings 21 and 22) (rings 19 20, and 21)

Fig. 1 Two parameter histograms of light scatter data for brain calls with Fig. 2 Two-parameter histogram of light scatter date for (a) all calls in
number of cells shown in intensity: (a) histogram for all 203 cells the study, (b) good cells plus granular neurons, and (c) bad cells
in the study: (b) histogram for 97 intact neurons labeled a good minus granular neurons (76 3/451
cells; and (c) histogram for 106 objects in the bad cell clafssfcation
w.hich includes granular neurons, nuclei. subellular debris, red
blood cells, oligodendroglia, capillaries, and unidentifiable debris, a larger percentage of granular neutone and
(76-3/44) neuronal debris than did the cell population

from the high light-scatter signal sort. There-
fore it appears that this sn;ple low-angle light-

tion usinq the available liqht-scatter detector scatter signal can be used to separate granular
(a single detector covering the angular region neurons from intact neurons. No clogging of the
of approximately I to 70) . The light-scatter system was observed, even when samples were run
histogram had a single peak and a long tail and through the syste. at flow rates as high as 4000
appeared to be sim;lar to a log-normal distribu- cells per second.
tion. This distribution was divided approxi- FMuorescence spectra were obtained of the
mately in hal: and cells that had a low light- media in which the cells are maintained (modi-
scatter signal were separated from cells with a fied Fagle's medium (Dulbecco's) and phosphate-
high one. The resulting cell population from buffered seline (PBS) medium). An argon ion
the low light-scatter signal sort consisted of laser we* used as the excitation source, and

(continued)
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the fluorescence was detected at 900 from the be determined, the fluorescent species identi-
excitation light with a scanning monochromator fied, and cell specificity determined.
and photomultiplier tube. It was determined
that several constituents (mainly riboflavin REFERENCES
and phenyl red) of Dulbecco's medium fluoresce

* quite strongly. This rather strong fluorescence 1. J. A. Steinkanp et al., "A New Multiparame-
could be a problem in fluorescence-activated ter Separator for Microscopic Particles and
cell sorting where the cell fluorescence may be Biological Cells," Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol.
comparable to that of the medium. Weak fluores- 44, No. 9, 1973, pp. 1301-1310.
cence of PBS was detected, although the fluores- 2. W. A. Boner et al., "Fluorescence Activated
cent molecule has not been identified. The in- Cell Sorting," Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 43,
tensity of PBS fluorescence is much lower than No. 3, 1972, pp. 404-409.
that of Dulbecco's medium; hocpfully, it will 3. P. F. Mullaney and P. N. Dean, "The Small
not present a problem in the sorter. It was Angle Light Scattering of Biological Cells,"
also determined that, using wideband spectral Biophysical J., Vol. 10, No. 8, 1970, pp.
filters, the sensitivity of detecting fluores- 764-772.
cence in aqueous media is limited by the Raman 4. A. Brunsting and P. F. Mullaney, "Light
scattering from the water molecules. It may be Scattering from Ccated Spheres: Model for

-- possible to increase the sensitivity by vsing Biological Cells," Appl. Optics, Vol. 11,
appropriate filters and excitation wavelengths 1972, pp. 675-680.
to suppress the Raman scattering. 5. R. A. Meyer and A. Brunsting, "Light Scat-

tering from Nucleated Biological Cells,"

FUTUREiop cal J., Vol. 15, March 1975, pp.

6. S. E. Poduslo and W. T. Norton, "Isolation
We will study the light-scattering patterns of Specific Brain Cells," Methodsin Enz -

of a large number of cells to determine whicl. mology (Colowick and Daplaniet ), Acaemic
light-scattering parameters are importarl for Press, Vol. 35, 1975, pp. 561-579.
recognizing different brain cell types. We will 7. S. E. Poduslo, H. F. McFarland, C. D. Kroen,
also study different cell-specific fluorescent K. L. Miller, and G. M. McKhann, "Metabolic
probes. Brain cells will be run through sorters Properties of Isolated Brain Cells," Int.
at other research laboratories to determine how Soc. for Neurochem., Vol. 5, 1975.
well they survive the transit thruqh the sorter 8. A.W. Whitney, "A Direct Method of Non-
as well as to determine if parameters currently p.rametric Measurement Sele-tion," IEEE
available on sorters can be used to sepaiate Tranb. on Comp., September 1371, pp.--T00-
different cell types. Fluorescent micrographs 1103.
have indicated that neurons may autofluoresce. 9. D. H. Foley, "Cunsiderations of sample and
We will try to verify this by measuring the Feature Size," IEEE Trans. Information
fluorescence spectra of bulk samples of specific Theory, Vol. IT-l', No. 5, September 1972,
cells. The fluorescence intensity could then pp. 618-626.
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MUSCLE PULLER
Research of neuromuscular control mechan- sively during the full 12-month period covered

isms requires a means of controlling muscle dis- by this report.
placements precisely and of measuring the reflex
forces of certain muscles accurately. The ver- FUTURE PLANS

1 I satile muscle puller system, designed and de-
veloped at APL, provides one-dimensional control The muscle puller is now beirg modifiedand measurement of muscle displacement, velocity, so that it can be manipulated by monkeys ina

and force* fashion that mimics normal physiological load-
For 2 years, the muscle puller has been ing conditions of the upper and lower limbs. A

used to study stretch receptors and feedback new force-sensing unit is being installed, and
characteristics of primary spindle receptors. other modifications are being made to permit
The program has now been completed, and the the use of the muscle puller as a force trans-
muscle puller is being readied for a comprehen- ducer for these studies. We anticipate that
sive study of the animals' reactions to load the muscle puller will be used in this new ap-
disturbances applied to the limb. In the new plication most of next year. In conjunction
program, the muscle puller will be used to with the new program of studies, a newly de-
simulate physiological conditions required to veloped mechanical stimulator (reported else-
study these reaction responses. where in this Annual Report) is being set up

to study the responses of human subjects to
load perturbations. Much of the data collected

DISCUSSION in the two study programs will be compared to
assess the similarity of reactions to pre-

The muscle puller system offers accurate scribed load changes. Longer range plans will
displacement control over a range of 0.01 to use central nervous system recordings of the
10 cm. Linear rates of displacement (ramps animal to determine the relationships of neuro-
used to elongate or relax muscle length) as physioiogical mechanisms to muscle response.
large as 250 mm/s are readily generated with
the system. REFERENCE

During the reporting period, no additional
modifications to the system were required. The 1. Section 69, Annual Report, October 1974-
system (reported in Ref. 1) has been used exten- September 1975, APL/JHU MQR 75-3.
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NEUROMUSCULAR EVALUATION
SYSTEMS FOR HUMAN SUBJECTS
AND ANIMALS The prototype stimulator unit can deliver

high force levels (60 kg continuous and 230 kg
A new program of research studies for peak load) and a moderate range of linear ve-

evaluating neuromuscular control of human sub- locities (up to 0.25 m/s). Due to the wide
jects is being developed in a laboratory in tne range of load displacements and velocities
Department of Physiology at JHMI. New equip- needed to study many different points of the
ment, designed to control static and dynamic human limbs, we anticipate further development
displacements and forces as applied to human of additional similar stimulator units at a
limbs has been completed in prototype form. later date. An example would be a unit capable
This new equipment for human neuromuscular stud- of moderate force levels, long travel (up to
ies and the muscle puller system (reported else- 1 m), and high-velocity movement (up to 2 m/s).
where in this Annual Peport), used for animal Such a unit will be required for the evaluation
studies, will be set up in a back-to-back labo- of the response properties of unloaded limbs.
ratory arrangement at JHMI. Comparative studies
and correlations of response data resulting from FUTURE PLANS
similar studies involving humans and monkeyswill be possible when the two systems are com- The prototype stimulator has been fabri-

pleted. cated and bench-tested at APL and will soon be
transferred to the neuromuscular laboratory in

DISCUSSION the JHMI Department of Physiology. The next
phase of the development will be that of inter-The Neuromuscular Evaluation System for facing the stimulator with the PDP-11 computer

humans uses a precision electromechanical stmu- in the laboratory. Extensive use of the system
lator designed to provide acc.arate linear dis- in a study involving normal volunteer human sub-
placements and velocities along a single axis. jects is anticipated during the next year.

The stimulator is operated as a force-error Plans and formal proposals have been submit-
nulling servo using a commercial load cell as ted to HEW for funds to develop a new class of
the force-feedback sensing element. A force- neuromuscular stimulator units. These units will
feedback loop is closed through a single inte- provide a means of studying multidimensional mo-
gration network on a minor velocity feedback tions and complex muscle responses of humans and
loop to achieve overall control that simulates animals. The design of this new class of stimu-
inertial-type loading of the limbs. In this lators will provide features for measuring three
mode of operation, the stimulator is commanded or more degrees of limb motion and active mecha-
to produce an "apparent mass" load change that nisms for applying composit disturbance forces to
is experienced by the subject. EMG (electro- impede the subject's motion in reaching out to an
myograph) recordings and recordings of position, array of targets. The development efforts for
velocity, and force error are used in the analy- these multi-axis stimulators are planned to begin
sis of the subject's muscle response. in May of 1977.!
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SCALA MEDIA PRESSURE MEASURE-
MENTS

A pressure-measuring transducer has been instabilities. Alt)-,ugh sensitivity to changes
developed to measure hydrostatic pressure and to in flow through the pipette tip was also reduced
monitor changes of pressure in the scala media by making these design changes, the sensitivity
compartment in the inner ear of living guinea was recaptured by ad'Ang ele( trical gain in the
pigs. The design of the transducer disallows summing amplifier used to amplify the flow error
appreciable changes in the internal volume of signal. The changes have resulted in a marked
the enclosed scala media, thus preserving the improvement in the short-term stability of the
biological integrity and function of the inner output signal, thus making a better case for
ear. The technique that has been developed and closing the flow-nulling servo loop.
proven requires venting of the biological pres- A new transducer design is being investi-
sure through a glass-drawn micropipette used to gated. It will incorporate the feature of moni-
penetrate the membrane wall. The system oper- toring endolymphatic potentials through the mi-
ates to null the capillary flow through the pi- cropipette, allowing simultaneous measurements
pette tip by applying and controlling an oppos- of pressure and electrical potential of the bio-
ing pneumatic pressure applied to the external logical fluid in question. The measurement of
side of a compliant interface separating the two endolymphatic potential is of extreme importance
pressure chambers. Measurement of the pneumatic in determining when the pipette tip penetrates
pressure thus becomes a measure of the hydro- the 2mali scala media compartment.
static pressure in the scala media. FUTURE PLANS

DISCUSSION
This project is funded through May 1977.

The pressure transducer has been used ex- A proposal has been prepared and submitted to
tensively during this reporting period to mea- extend and expand the project effort for one ad-
sure hydrostatic pressure in scala vestibuli and ditional year. Fabrication of a new transducer
scala media, two compartments in the inner ear. that incorporates the feature of measuring endo-
Flow through the pipette tip has been nulled by lymphatic potentials is planned in the coming
means of a manual pneumatic pump to provide a months. Following that design change, we intend
balance offset pressure. to close the pneumatic servo loop, thereby

One major change in the transducer design allowing the pressure measurements to be made
was made during the reporting period. The stiff by one investigator instead of the two now re-
ground-plane diaphragm was replaced by a thin- quired.
ner, mor. compliant diaphragm to eliminate pres- The new qrant proposal calls for the design
sure measurement uncertainties attributed to of 6 microperfusion pump to be used in conjunc-
microscop-c notions of the stiff diaphragm. By tion .'ith the pressure transducer in making
replacing Lhe stiff ground plane with a more pressure/vol-une studies of the major compart-
compliant diaphragm, and by widening the separa- ments of the inner ear. Addltlonal studies will
tion between the parallel plates of the capaci- correlate measured presbdre with a buildup of
tance pickoff, we have effectively reduced the volume induced by injecting certain pharmaco-
system's sensitivity to mechanical and thermal logical agents.
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CRYOPROBE FOR REVERSIBLE
COOLING OF THE CORTEX

Experiments are in progress at the Johns g .
flopkins School of Medicine to study the effects
of hypoths~rmia on specific neural paths and to
use the effects in studying other neural prop-
erties. An earlier project involved the cool-
ing of te sciatic nerve of a rat or rabbit to
study the effect of blockage of the nervous
system on neuromuscular functions. Specific
cryoprobes ate still being provided for that
study. A more recent need to provide cryoprobes
for reversible cooling of the cortex is de-
scribed here.

SUMMARY
In vivo experiments are conducted with

trained monkeys using an implanted thermode
designed to provide local reversible cooling or
hearing of selected areas of the cortex. The
principle adopted in the design of this thermode 5
is that of liquid cooling of a heat exchanger
that is implanted over a selected area of the
cortex. Two designs have been investigated by
the members of the Department of Physiology.
One of them appears to be adequate.

DISCUSSION
P. ig. 1 ModifkiedThifmadlImi .(167515)

An analysis of a model of an end-cooled

metal thermode immersed in living tissue indi-
* "cated that (with appropriately selected mate-

rials) adequate cooling with acceptable thermal
gradients should be achievable with a thermode
of a simple design. This approach offers the
significant advantage that the more costly heat
exchanger assembly could be made detachable
from the implanted thermode and, therefore,
coald be used in other implanted thermode ex-
periments. Instrument development has followed
this simple, straightforward concept.

The first design consisted of a simple cop-
per thermode mounted in a thin stainless-steel- ...

cup. The thermode was gold-coated for chemical
inertness and affixed to the skull with acrylic
cement, with the copper theimode in contact with
the cortex. To the protruding end of the cop-
per thcrmode was attached a detachable heat ex-
changer consisting of a resistance heater and
a coil through which cooled methyl alcohol was
circulated. Limited tests made with this ther-
mode system indicated that it did not have the
desired dynamic range and rapid response char-
acteristics. Further, as experiments proceeded, F1.2 ExplodedVow ofCortsx.ImplontblCryoprobeShowing
it became evident that larger area thermodes Thermode, Remoebls HostExchsngr, andThermstor
requiring even greater heat-exchanger capabili- Sensor. (187406)
ties would be needed. As a result, a higher
performance heat exchanger system waa designed
and built. At the same time, the thermode de- The other design is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
sign was modified to make it easier to implant A standard laboratory temperature-regulated
and protect. cooling system is used to provide a reservoir
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of temperature-controlled cooling fluid (methyl structure that is gold plated or chemical in-
alcohol). Temperatures as slow as -400C are ertness. When implanted, the copper thermode
possible under no-load conditions. The fluid will be in contact with the cortex, with the
is circulated through flexible lines to the heat upper structure held rigidly to the skull with
exchanger using a small, variable-speed, high- acrylic cement. The thermode is especially sim-
pressure pump; flow rates through the heat ex- ple. Various shapes could be constructed to
changer can be as high as about 1.5 cm3/s, giv- accommodate the topography of various areas to
ing a system time constant of about 2 s. An be cooled; all would use the common heat-ex-
immersion heater placed in the fluid delivery changer assembly.
line is used to modulate the heat exchanger
temperature. The temperature is sensed with a
thermistor probe located in the heat exchanger. FUTURE PLANS
The heat exchanger is built within a threaded
copper slug that mates to the implanted thermode If evaluation shows this design to be suc-
(see Fig. 2). Like the earlier design, the cessful, further funding will be sought in a
ther.ode is a composite copper/stainless-steel separate grant proposal.
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Fig. I Intrcail Prespur Monitoring Systm. (75-3/70)

INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE MONITOR
After neurological surgery, intracranial

pressure is monitored so that emergency proce-
V dures can be instituted if it rises to dangerous radiating a swept-frequency VHF signal. The

levels. High intrecranial pressures, if unde- resonant frequency and hence the pressure on the
tected and untreated, will seriously depress implant are found by noting the frequency at
nervous system function and could lead to seri- which energy is absorbed from the externally
ous neurological deficits or possibly death. To located coil.
provide reliable monitoring of intracranial Like an aneroid barometer, the implant mea-
pressure, APL is developing an instrument based sures absolute pressure relative to the pressure
on an implantable capsule containing a resonant of the gas within it. Hence the pressure read-

-. tuned circuit. The principal parts of the in- ings made by the implant must be corrected for
struren (Fig. 1) are the implantable pressure- barometric pressure and temperature.
sensitive capsule, an external detector, and a The principle of measuring intracranial
bedside monitor. pressure relative to abcolute zero pressure as-

As part of the neurosurgical procedure, the sumes that the entrapped gas used as the pres-
capsule is placed in a burrhole, usually made sure reference is very stable over a long period
for other reasons during the course of neurosur- of time since changes in intracranial pressure
gery. The transensor is oriented so that the are small compared to changes in atmospheric
sensing diaphragm is resting on the dura mater. pressure. So far, the reference pressure has
After the operation the resonant frequency of not been stable enough for long-term use of the
the sensor is measured by an external interro- implant. Another difficulty is that special im-
gator coil. The RF resonant frequency is com- plants must be constructed for high-altitude lo-
pared with original calibration to give the cations such as Albuquerque, NM. Such problems
magnitude of the pressure acting against the have led to the development of a new type of
diaphragm. The bedside monitor will give a con- pressure-sensing implant that contains no en-
tinuous recording and signal an alarm if abnor- trapped gas and measures relative rather than
mal intracranial pressures are detected, absolute pressure.

Intracranial pressure is meaningful only
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS relativo to the surrounding atmospheric pres-

sure. Therefore, an implant that directly com-
Continued long-term drift problems have pares intracranial pressure with atmospheric

been encountered in the implants that have been pressure not only eliminates the problem of a
used at several of the medical -enters. While stLble reference but also eliminates the effects
the APL implants are superior to other available of changes in atmospheric pressure and, to a
implants, APL engineers believe greater stabil- large extent, in body temperature.
ity can be achieved by changing the capsule de- The differential-pressure-sensing implant
sign so that relative, rather than absolute, that is presently being evaluated in dogs is
pressure is measured. Testing of a newly de- shown in Fig. 2. A circularly cylindrical plas-
signed implant that measures relative intracranial tic (Lexan) enclosure, entirely filled with
pressure is now under way in animals. Mear- silicone oil, is separated into two cham-
while, patient monitoring with the capsules ma- bers by a single nickel bellows and its ceramic
suring absolute pressure is continuing at the support structure. The two ends of the plastic
University of New Mexico School of Medicine, enclosure are very thin, forming two diaphragms
Johns Hopkins Hospital, and the University of able to transmit pressure ftom the exterior to
Southern California Medical Center. the interior with very little attenuation. The

lower diaphragm rests against the dura and
DISCUSSION transmits the pressure to the lower oil-filled

chamber that includes the region surrounding
The implant now used in patients is a pas- the bellows. The upper diaphragm, lying outside

sive device, consisting of electrical inductance the skull but below the scalp, transmits the
and capacitance connected to form a resonant subscalp pressure to the upper oil-filled cham-
circuit in the VHF band. Pressure on the im- ber that includes the interior of the bellows.
plant compresses an entrapped volume of gas, in- It is assumed that the subscalp pressure is an
creases the capacitance, and thereby lowers the acceptable approximation of atmospheric pres-
resonant frequency of the circuit. After im- sure.
plantation, the resonant frequency of the im- Deflection of the lower end of the bellows
plant can be detected outside the body by plac- (closed end) will result from a pressure differ-
ing in the vicinity of the trazisensor a coil ence between the intracranial pressure and the

I~I JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVFRSITY 0 APPLIED PI'YSICS LABORATORY
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Presure sensitve Nickel Upper Lexan output range near normal intracranial pressure,
capacitp.oce bellows diaphrdgm enlosure and eliminates the upper bound on the pressure

I I range that occurs in the absolute pressure unit
when the two bellows touch at high pressure.

The differential sensor is easier 'o make
than the absolute pressure sensor. For the ab-
solute pressure sensor, the initial bellows
spacing was controlled by mounting the two bel-

Oil filled ~s<lows in the two ceramic half-sections, which
were then honed to a certain bellows spacing to

the two half-sections together increased the
spacing by the thickness of the bond. In con-

fille trast, for the differential pressure sensor,
spacing between the bellows and the conductive
plate is adjusted by honing the conductive plate

C rand then cementing it (with epoxy) to the ce-
5/8" - 56 thread ramic support structure exterior to the mating

structure circular.plate Vent hole surfaces of the plate and the support structure.
for oil flow This technique makes the initial frequency set-

Lower diaphragm ting more predictable.
A vacuum technique is used to fill the dif-

Fig. 2 CronSecon of the Diffeential PrwrsSeSnsg Implant. ferential sensor with oil after the plastic en-

(76-3/42) closure (except for closing the vent holes shown
in the figure) is assembled. The sensor is
placed in a high-vacuum chamber where it is sub-
merged in silicone oil. When the vacuwa is re-

subscalp pressure. The deflection will be pro- leased, both chambers _,e completzly filled with
portional to the pressure difference multiplied oil. The gas entrapment " iti, of the absolute
by the area of the bellows and inversely propor- pressure sensor did not permit this technique to
tional to the bellows spring constant. be used.

The ceramic bellows-support structure also
supports a rigid conductive circular plate close FUTURE PLANS
to the closed end of the bellows, forming a
pressure-sensitive capacitance similar to that Six of the pressure-sensitive implants that
formed by the two bellows in the absolute-pres- respond to relative pressure are now being
sure sensing unit. One end of a coil wrapped tested in four dogs. If reliability require-
around the outer surface of the ceramic support ments are met and the implants for relative
structure is connected to the bellows while the pressure prove more stable than the implants for
other end is connected to the conduvtive plate, absolute pressure, the fabrication process at
forming a passive resonant circuit whose natural APL will be converted to make the new implant in
frequency is a function of differential pres- quantity. All the medical centers will then be
sure. supplied with the new implant. Work will also

The lower chamber (Fig. 2) is the intracra- continue on developing an improved bedside moni-
nial pressure side; hence the space between the toring instrument that will provide continuous
bellows and the conductive plate will increase recording of intracranial pressure and signal
with increasing intracranial pressure. This alarms if abnormai intracranial pressures are
choice places the most sensitive portion of the detected.
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LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF
LIPOPROTEINS

This research is directed towa- determin- flotation properties in the ultracentrifuge.
ing in what ways the size distributics of low- T'DL comprise those lipoproteins in the density
and very-low-density lipoproteins (LDT and VLDL) range 1.019 to 1.063 gm/cm3 whereas VLDL have
differ among carefully chosen members of failies densities below 1.006 gm/cma (excluding the
having classical Type II and Type IV hyperlipo- transient species called chylomicrons that ap-
proteinemia, among normals in the general popula- pear shortly after eating and disappear within
tion, and among normals in the above families, a few hours). Chemically, LDL contain 75 to
We also intend to investigate the structural is- 780 lipid, 20 to 22% protein, and 3 to 5% carbo-
portance of certain components of LDL by chami- hydrate, and VLDL contain approximately 89%
cally modifying them and observing the effect of lipid, 10% protein, and 1% carbohydrate. Both
these modifications on the diffusion coefficient LDL and VLDL are polydisperse. Electron micro-
and its variance, graphs show that both are spherical, that LOL

The principal technique used in the re- diameters range between 19 and 25 mm, and that
search is intensity correlation spectroscopy VLDL diameters range from 30 to greater than 90
(ICS). ICS is now the most rapid and accurate nm (Refs. 3 and 4).
method of obtaining macromolecular diffusion In our reseorch we are examining the species
coefficients. In addition, it can provide valu- using the ICS technique which is presently the
able measures of polydispersity. most rapid and accurate method of obtaining

macromolecular diffusion coefficients and their
SUMMARY' variances (Refs. 5 and 6). Diffusion coeffi-

cients are important in the study of macromole-
The Public Health Service initiated fund- cules because they are related to the size of

ing to support this research for three years on the molecule tn solution by the Stokes-Einstein
1 June 1976. Since that time we have been per- relation (Refs. 5 and 6). The diffusion coeffi-
forming experiments to discover ways to reduce cient is determined from the autocorrelation
the number of small aggregates in normal L function of the time-dependent intensity fluctua-
solutions (which we had noted earlier) or to tions in the light scattered from the particles
understand their cause (Refs. I and 2). In this as they diffuse in solution. The general form
regard, we have begun experiments to determine of the correlation function is C() - A~g -M-0 12
(a) the effect of sample aging on the diffusion + 3, where A, B, and T are the amplitude, back-
coefficient and its variance; (b) the effect of ground, and delay time, respecJIyely. For a sin-
multiple centrifuge spins during LDL isolation gle-sized molecular species, g I) ) exp(-Dq'r),
on its final purity (particularly contamination where D is the trqslational diffusion coeffi-
by VLDL); and (c) the effect of 8 X urea on LDL cient. The factcL q' is an instrumental parame-
size and polydispersity. Also the auxiliary ter equal to (16 2n 2 /XO2) s~n2 (0/2), in which
electronics and new photomultiplier for the n is the refractive index of the solvent, A0
photon-counting correlator have been purchased. is the vacuum wavelength of the incident laser
The construction of the new correlator is ex- radiation, and e is the scattering angle.
pected to begin in October. For polydisperse samples, the interpreta-

tion of data is more difficult. Two different
FUTURE PLANS approaches can be taken. The cumulant method

(Ref. 5 and 6) provides a completely general
The expe.iments to discover the source of description of polydisperse systems. In this

aggregates it. normal LDL solutions will be com- method, In g(l)(T) is expanded as a truncated
pleted. The new correlator will be constructed Maclaurin series in T:
and incorporated into the apparatus. Size dis-
tribution studies on fresh, normal VLDL will be
initiated, and the light-scattering results will in g(l)(T ) - n -
be compared to electron microscopy.

BACKGROUND m

Lipoproteins are of considerable biological E m
interest since they play a major role in the m-1
transport of lipids throughout the body. LOL
are the most abundant lipoproteins in human
plasma and are the major carriers of cholesterol. The KmM are the cumulants and, in most experi-
VLDL are the main carriers of triglycerides. ments, M is limited to 2 or 3 by noise on
Operationally, lipoproteins are defined by their C(T). The first cumulant, Xl, is related to
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the z-average diffusion coefficient of the scat- one week after isolation, and more concentrated
terers by K1 - Dzq'; K2 is related to the vari- samples appear to have degraded only slightly
ance of the distribution of diffusion coeffi- after two weeks. The experiment to determinc
cients; and K3 is related to the skewness (Refs. the effect of multiple spins during sample prepa-
5 and 6). The second approach, which is less ration on sample purity was less conclusive;
general than the method of cumulants, is to however, DiO of a single-spin 5 mg/ml sample
specify a form for the distribution of molecular was 3% lower than that of the two-spin sample
sizes (or, equivalently, diffusion coefficients) when measured on the same day. Urea has. a pro-
and to obtain the values of the parameters of found effect on the size of LDL. After borrect-
this specified distribution from the correlation ing the diffusion coefficient for the viscosity
function or from the cumulants (Pefs. 2 and 7). of the 8 M urea solution, we find that, one week
Both approaches are proving useful in studying after isolation, the apparent diameter of LDL in
LDL and VLDL (Refs. 1 and 2). a 1 mg/ml solution is approximately 38 nm.

Qualitatively, the effect of concentration ap-
DISCUSSION pears similar to that in standard solutions, but

the effect of LDL aging appears greater in urea.
Our preliminary experiments on LDL, prior The values of the variance of the distribu-

to NIH funding, suggested that small aggregates tion of diffusion coefficients appear to be sub-
were present in the solutions even after the ex- stantially less than obtained previously (approxi-
tensive filtration and centrifugation required mate values ranging from 0.07 to 0.09 were found
to prepare the samples for light-scattering mea- versus the 0.11 to 0.16 obtained for earlier sam-
surements (Refs. 1 and 2). We based this con- pies). This suggests that our present samples
clusion on the. fact that our measured diffusion were much less polydisperse than the older sam-
coefficients 'extrapolated to zero concentration) ples used in our preliminary studies. However,
were about 6 to 101 lower than previously re- analysis of the data for this quantity has been
ported-values and that the value of the reduced difficult because the Saicor correlator seems to
second cumulant, K /K 2 (which is also the vari- be intermittently adding nonrandom noise to the
ance of the distribution of diffusion coeffi- data (this is a small effect and does not in-
cients), indicated a greater degree of polydis- fluence the values of Kl and hence Dz). The
persity than was shown in electron micrographs photon-counting correlator, which wi 1 be com-
(Refs. 1 and 2). The early results were consis- pleted in the coming year, is expected to elimi-
tent with a monomer-oligmer equilibrium; however, nate such difficulties and to improve markedly
they were generally obtained on samples over a our ability to measure this important parameter.
period of several weeks after preparation. Also,
the early samples w~re centrifuged only once at REFERENCES
each salt density during their preparation.
Therefore we set out to determine the effect of 1. C. B. Bargeron, R. L. McCally, and M. H.
sample aging on the diffusion coefficient and to Friedman (APL) and S. Margolis (JHMI),
see if sample purity is improved by spinning the "Particle Size Distributions of Human
sample twice at p - 1.019 gm/cm3 (this step would Plasma Lipoproteins by Intensity Corrala-
reduce the possibility of contamination by larger tion Spectroscopy," Biophys. J., Vol. 15,
VLDL particles). We also wanted to see if plac- Part 2, 1975, p. 251a.
ing the LDL in 8 M urea would have an effect on 2. Section 54 (Unclassified), Quarterly Report,
the aggregation (8 M urea is a commonly used January-March 1975, APL/JHU C-RQR/75-1
"disaggregating agent" in protein research, but (Confidential).
its effect on LDL has not been reported). 3. D. S. Fredrickson, "Plasma Lipoproteins and

The effect of aging on the LDL samples that Apolipoproteins," Hary ctures, Academic
were spun twice at 1.019 gm/cm

3 is shown in Press, New York and lndon,1974.
Fig. 1. The 5 mg/ml sample changes much less 4. V. T. Schumaker, "Hydrodynamic Analysis of
rapidly with time than the 1 mg/ml sample. The Human Low Density Lipoproteins," Accts. of
value of DJ0 obtained for the 1 mg/ml sample is Chem. Res., Vol. 6, 1973, p. 398.
within about ±11 of previously reported values 5. P.N "Pussy, "Macromolecular Diffusion,"
(Ref. 8) and corresponds to an average diameter Photon Correlation and Light Beating Spec-
of 22.5 nm. Apparently, less concentrated LDL toscpy (H7 1. Cumins and . . Pike,

samples can be safely used only up to about eds.Tlenum Press, New York, 1974.
6. D. E. Koppel, "Analysis of Macromolecular

Polydispersity in Intensity Correlation
-t2.0[ ISpectroscopy: The Method of Cumulants,"

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 57, 1972, p. 4814.
1.9- 7. Z.9. Bargeron, "Measurement of a Continu-

ous Distribution of Spherical Particles by
Intensity Correlation Spectroscopy: Analy-

Ssis by Cumulants," J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 61,
1974, p. 2134.

8. R. W. DeBlois, E. S. Uzgiris, S. K. Devi,
10 5 10 15 20 and A. M. Gotto, Jr., "Application of Laser

Oay of tser prepsration Self-Beat Spectroscopic Technique to the
Study of Solutions of Human Plasma Low-

Fig. I Effet of .Ag on LDL Diffusn CoeffkointL Density Lipoproteins," Biochem., Vol. 12,
lmg/mlsampisand a 5m /msampl 1763/46) 1973, p. 2645.
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UN CLASSIFIED In the studies reported here, the flowing
blood is regarded as homogeneous, and the cal-
culated particle trajectories are those of
"fluid particles" since our understanding of the

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND §52 interaction of hydrodynamic and inertial forcesin fluids of high particle density (hematocrit)
ENGINEERING is simply insufficient to calculate the trajec-

Research by: BIT, RAM, REP, and RTP tories of formed elements. Emphasis is placedon fluid particle dynamics in unsteady flow
Support: USPHS Grant HL-14207 (NHLI) through a two-dimensional Y-branch (Fig. 1),

C. B. Bargeron, 0. J. Deters, L. W. Ehrlich, where the nonlinear terms in the Navier-Stokes
equation must be retained and the streamlineF. F. Mark, V. O'Brien, and M. H. Friedman representation appropriate to the description of

October 1975-September 1976 particle trajectories in steady flow cannot be
used.

PULSATILE FLOW STUDIES ,te

The broad objective of this program is to C a
evaluate several hypotheses implicating fluid
mechanical effects in the etiology of athero- O
sclerotic disease. This requires knowledge of Oute wll-parent
how the hypothesized hemodynamic determinants of - -
atherosclerosis vary through the arterial tree. L
Because in vivo physiological experiments are
very difficult, computational and experimental V o P
simulation models are used. Inet d " s

SUMMARY tip 7 4

Included in this report are computations of I
particle paths and stasis in a Y-shaped two-di-
mensional symmetric branch, experimental mea- -
surements of velocities near and parallel to the 7- 0
outer wall of a branch with unequal flow parti-
tion, and computed values of the velocity in a
branch with.a slightly rounded corner. The com-
putations of'particle paths are based on previ-
ous fluid mechanical simulations of pulsatile FIg. I Y-Branch Geometry. (189829)
blood flow that provide the time-dependent ve-
locity field (Refs. 1, 2, and 3). ln regiona To determine particle paths, it is neces-
where separation occurs, the particlts trace mary to have a complete velocity vector field.
paths that cannot be predicted by a steady-flow The computational scheme described in Ref. 4
calculation. No particle returns to its start- yielded the stream function only at grid points.
ing point in one pulsatile cycle. An occlusion Thus, these data were splined using two-dimen-
in a branch produces significant changes in the sional cubic splines that were then differenti-
velocities near the walls and corresponding ated to obtain velocity vectors. When particles
variations in wall shearing stresses. The ef- crossed the outlet of the branch, their trajec-
fect of slightly rounding the corner is to in- tories were continued using the analytic solu-
crease the value of the minimum velocity that tion for fully developed flow in a plane-paral-
occurs immediately downstream of the corner, in lel channel. The flowfield used was for a
better agreement with experimental results. simple pulsatile flow with a mean Reynolds num-

ber based on parent channel half-width of 100
and an unsteadiness number n - 10 (Ref. 5).

DISCUSSION When the pulsatile flow is passed through
the branch, a region of transient separation

Among the sites in the vascular tree at develops distal to the corner, along the outer
which atherosclerotic lesions seem predisposed wall of the daughter, that lasts a little over
to form, a substantial number might be expected 101 of the cycle. The maximum extent of the re-
from fluid mechanical considerations to be sites gion will be termed the "separation area." Out-
of low shear, separation, or stasis. Indeed, side the separation area, the flow is such that
all three phenomena have been proposed as being most fluid particles in the daughter either are
responsible, at least in part, for the distri- swept out of the bifurcation in much less than
bution of early vascular lesions. However it one cycle or, if they start close to the wall,
should be noted that stasis does not have a pre- travel nearly parallel to the wall for 'a dis-
cise definition, although shear and separation tance similar to that which they would travel in
can be defined. Stasis is a Lagrangian prop- a straight channel. The particles that are of
erty, associated with particle trajectories, and the greatest interest are those that start near
cannot be measured by many techniques conven- or in the separation area. Our attention was
tionally used to probe the Eulerian flowfield. thus directed to this part of the branch.
This distinction is particularly important for The distance a particle travels during a
the unsteady pulsatile flows of principal inter- pulsatile cycle is a function of both the start-
eat here. In steady flow, fluid particles re- ing position and the time durir4 the c 'cle at
main on streamlines; if the streamlines are which the position is occupied, I.e., tho start-
closed, as in a separation bubble, the particles ing time. If a particle originates distal to
in principle never leave the region. In con- the separation area, it travels -ore or less
trast, when the flow is unsteady, the velocity parallel to the wall. On the other hard, if the
field changes with time and the particle does particle starts in the separation area, :tr
not follow any single streamline, final position depends upon whether ox -st sepa-

ration occurs while the particle is there. Par-
IH. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY a APPLID PHYSICS LABORATORY ticles that start in the separation area nearer

zero flow parallel the wall and do" not travel
far. However, near maximum flow, the particle

UNCLASSIFIED travels in a swirling path and can be swept out
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Area - -When the Flow through the Branch Is at a Maximum.
At maximum flow, the separation area is fully cccupied by a
separated flow. u . starting point; : position of part cle at 0A - A s 0
time intervals of 1/8 of a pulsatile cycle. (189828) A Measured a = 0 75,- -Calula e o 0 796

of the area into the rapid mainstream flow and '5 0.3 - vRoundled corner a'0 796
carried a considerable distance. A

The trajectories of particles starting A A

within the separation area depend on where in 0.2 -
the area they start. Figure 2 shows the paths
of several particles originating in the separa-
tion bubble at maximum flow. The paths vary
considerably and bear no resemblance to the
closed streamlines followed by a particle in a
steady separation bubble. Paths 1 and 4 are 0l
illustrative of the trajectories of a large -1.0 -08 -06 -04 -02 C 02 04 06
fraction of the particles originatzng in the X ()
bubble; the circulation in this region causes
the particle to move out towards the mainstream Fig. 4 Comparison of the Measured Component Pcrallel to and 0.015 in.
which sweeps it away. Partic)es starting close from the Wall with the Corresponding Numerical Calculations in
to the wall (paths 2 and 5) move more slowly and Steady Flow with ind without the Rounded Corner (76-3/38)
do not reach the mainstream before the separa-
tion bubble dissipates. The particle that fol-
lows path 3 appears to have originate. near the
vortex center. As with particles originating A feature of the steady flow computations
outside the separation area, no particl,, exam- is a sharp minimum , in the velocity near the wall
mned here returns to its starting position; all immediately downstream of *he corner. The usual
proceed downstream. This observation implies close agreement between experimental neasure-
the absence of "perpetual" stasis in the pulsa- ments and the computed velocity field was not
tile flow case. evident w:th regard to either the pos tion of,

Further experimental studies have been made or the value of the velocity at, this minimur.
to supplement the previous studies reported in A possible cause of the disagreement was b e-
Ref. 3. Measurements were initiated to define lieved to be a slight rounding of the corner in
the effects of unequal flows through the daugh- the experimentl model. When the corner in the
ters of the Y-branch. The calculation of the computational model is similarly rounded, the
flowfield for this situation is extremely costly calculated minimum is shifted upward and
and hence represents one of those aspects of slightly downs ream in closer agreement with the
hemodynamics better suited to experimental experimental results (Fig. 4).
study. Initial measurements of the steady flow
,,elocity parallel to the left wall of the chan- REFERENCES
nel and 0.038 cm from the wall were made first
with the riqht branch partly occluded and then 1. 5cr" ion 143, Annual Report, October 1972-
with the left partly occluded. A comparison of he,- -rber 10/3, APL/JHU MQR/73-,.
the flow velocities when each branch is occluded 2, Section 98, Annual Report, October 1972-
.ith tt.2 flow velocities for equal flow in the September '974, APL/JHU MQR/74-3.
branches is given in Firs. 3. Signif:cant in- 3. Section 75a. Annual Report, October 1974-
creases and decreases an the velocities at the September 1975, APL/JU MQP/75-3.
corner are evident with correspondino variations 4. Section 129, i.nnual Report, October 1971-
in the shearing stresses it the walls; these September 1972, APL/JIIU MQR/72-3.
changes may be of importance in the hemodynamics 5. N. H. Friedman, V. O'Brien, and L. W.
of arterioscler-sis. Further experimental ve- Ehrlich, "Calculations of Pulsatile Flow
lrcsty measurements in pulsatile flow with the through a Branch: Impl.:ations for the
b r a n c h e s o c c l u d e d a r e e x p e c t e d t o s h o w s r m lla r 11eo d y n a ic n i i e r o g e n e s i s, " C r c . P e e .,

':haracteri t cs. vo.. 36, Is 75, pp. 277-285.
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TOMOSYNTHESI1ZER
The tomosynthesizer provide, a way to re- Fig. 1 The Geneva Mechanism. The black motor at the left turns con.

construct any tomographic plane irom a single tinuously, and the gneva mechanism generbtes an intrmittent
set of 20 X-ray projections (Pefs. 1 and 2). motionattheverticaldrivepin. Thedrivepin, withtheknurledThus, the tomosynthesi zer is a "3D X-ray" device, retaner above ,t, smootly move betwen 20 predarmined
In the tomosynthesizer, 20 radiographic projec-
tions made with a stationary polytome are illu- positionsandtherebyindexesthepolytome. (191750)
minated simultaneously. A lens and mirror ar-
rangement directs the light attenuated by the
radiographs along paths that are exact replicas
of those originally traversed by the X-radiation.
The intensity of light reaching any point in the To reduce X-ray exposure, always an impor-
volume of overlapping rays from the projections tant parameter in radiological examinations,
is an estimate of the X-ray absorption at that more sensitive photographic procedures have been
point. The user of the tomosynthesizer produces developed. Presently, adequate resolution and
visible output images of the X-ray attenuation contrast are being Pttained at an ASA speed of
on planes in the X-rayed volume by manipulating 8000 and a film exposure of 10-9 W-s/cmZ.
t light-scattering screen to the planes that are A better light scattering screen for the
,f interest. tomosynthesizer was installed. Light strikes

The tomosynthesizer was built a few years the reconstruction screen at various angles and
ago, and reconstruction of tomographic planes proceeds to the viewer at a wide range of scat-
was demonstrated by partly manual means. Auto- tering angles from the incident light paths.
matic equipment to facilitate production of the Optimum reconstruction of tomographic planes re-
radiographs and to "inject" them into the tomo- quires that equal weight be given to the light
synthesizer was nearly completed at that time. from each of the projections. The closest one
With the present Mellon Foundation grant, we are can come to this ideal is with a Lambertian
completing the automation of the device, are scattering surface, which produces a scattered
testing it, and will soon be clinically evaluat- intensity proportional to the cosine of the
ing it in collaboration with Dr. G. Saba of the scattering angle. A special-order commercial
Radiology Department at JHMI. screen called "Lenscreen TR 50," which produces

a nearly Lambertian scattering function, was in-
SUMMARY stalled in the tomosynthesizer and the injector.

Reconstructions with the "TR 50" screen showed a
A camera for recording the 20 original X- much more even summation of the projections, a

ray projections on 70-mm film was modified op- high resolution, and even greater brightness
tically and mechanically and tested. The output than previous screens provided.
of the X-ray camera passes through two other A device we call the "flicker" was built
automatic de-ices, the injector and the disk and ingtallcd in the tomosynthesizer. The
cassette, to produce a circular disk of 20 pro- flicker sequentially covers each of the projec-
3ections on photographic film. The proJc.cions tions at a rate of about 0.1 a per projection.
are later reprojected to bring accut the tomo- A person using the tomosynthesizer with the
synthesis. The optics of the injector and the flicker operating sees that some of the detail
mechanism of the disk cassette were ieworked and on the reconstructed plane "flickers" as the
tested. Th1 three devices have been used sue- flicker covers and uncovers the projections
cessfully with the polytome and the toniosynthe- singly and serially. Any detail that flickers
sizer to reconstruct planes or X-ray absorption is not from X-ray attenuation in the recon-
in test objects and in phantoms. structed plane; X-ray attenuation in the plane

Convenient use of the tomosynthesizer re- of reconstruction exists on all contributing
Lajres accurate and easy positioning of the bar projections equally and does not flicker. Thus,
mechanism or tne polytome. This mechanism the flicker provides a convenient way 'to allow
(weighing a few hundred pounds) must be posi- the user's eye and brain to discriminate the or-
tioned with high precision at 20 equally spaced gin of X-ray density appearing on t'mographic
positions for accurate tomosynthesis. To allow planes. Figure 2 shows photographs of the recon-
Such pusitioning, a .0-stop, 14-rn.-diameter struction screen made with the flicker in three
geneva mechanism was built (Fig. i). It posi- sequential positions of its traverse. Figures
tions the polytome yoke within 15 arc-seconds of 2a through 2c she a sequential disappearance
the 20 stops ideally required. The mechanism of X-ray information, arising from a dense sphere
gradually accelerates and decelerates the poly- that was out of plane.
tome's bar meianism, resulting in smooth, si-
lent operation. Circuits connected to the mech- FUTURE PLANS
anism automatically advance the film in the X-
ray camera. They also indicate locked stops for Clinical investigation of the tomosynthe-
exposures. sizer will begin soon. We foresee poesil-le tech-
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nical improvements. Reduced X-ray exposure may

be possible through additional refinements in
photographic technique and through the introduc-
tion of a multichannel plate image intensifier

in the X-ray camera. More effective processing
of tomographic projections in the user's eye and

A brain may be possible if a color filter analog
of the flicker is used. We intend to proceed

- ' toward the goal of an x-ray tomographic device
that will reconstruct all tomographic planes

2 with roughly the X-ray exposure required to re-
solve one plane. Each reconstructed plane

I should provide better rejection of out-of-plane
Jnformation than is available by classical to-
mography.

1 . J. B. Garrison, D. G. Grant, W. H. Guier,and R. J. Johns, "Three Dimensional Roent-

genography," Am. J. Roentgnology, Radium
Therapy and Nuclear Medicine, Vol. CV, No.
4, April 1969, pp. 903-908.

(b) 2. D. G. Grant, "Tomosynthesis: A Three Di-& :.I - mentional Radiographic Imaging Technique,"
,V,' -, " IEEE Trans. Biomedical Engineering, Vol.

BFE-19, No. 1, January 1972, pp. 20-28.

(c)

Fig 2 The Use of the Flicker. Still pictu as were made with the flicker
at three sequential positions, The numbers 0, 1, 2 are immediately
below three positions where information from an out-of plane
dense sphere appears The three shadow% disappear with the
sequential flicker posigions. (191749)
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DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION
,."" OF A POWERED MEDICAL MANIPULA-

TOR
A major portion of the APL effort on the

powered prosthesis and orthosis research program
during the past year was concentrated on develop- !1907081
ing and evaluating the powered medical manipula-
tor. This device will provide some assistance
to the highly disabled person, such as a quadri- tional tools. The patient's performance with
plegic, who is totally reliant on others for all the system was optimal when the equipment was
his needs. arranged to exploit a skill that the operator

Two experimental manipulator systems were already possessed rather than to attempt to
designed and fabricated for clinical trials to substitute for this skill with the manipulator.
obtain basic data on the value of such z system The patient worked primarily with the typewriter
in a patient environment. This progress report and made some unsatisfactory attempts at self-
summarizes the results of evaluation of the feeding. He was then trmnsferred out of the
first system by two patients. Washington area and his r-inical evaluation

terminated. Much information was gained fron.
SUMMARY the initial tests, and the equipment was then

modified to increase its flexibility. Some of
This research continues a multiyear effort the new features shown in Fig. 1 include:

to develop powered prosthetic and orthotic sys- 1 N Control Mod Otins A choice is
tems far the Veterans Administration. A wide availabl bewe decf.t keyba oerio
range of patient requirements is included in availale between it keyboard operation
the study. The program is a colluoorative APL/ for mode select with the mouth stick, or
JHMI effort of engineering and clinical evalua- automatic sequence, stopping on ulse com-
tion to develop ardware designs of practical mand.
value to the handicapped individual. A powered 2. Chin Nudge Control. A chin nudge trans-
medical manipulator based on concepts and com- tcr of thedesi to effect proportional con-
ponent designs from powered prosthetic systems trol of the desired motion of the manipula-
that were previously developed is currently wor.Te andmye siveled io to
undergoing clinical evaluation. Two patients worktable and may be swiveled in or out ofhavebee inludd i thecliica prgra tocontact with the chin by the patient's headhave been included in the clinical program to motion. Good proportional control is
date. The first patient interfaced the system achieve d yothe transduc.
by means of a headstick control. Results of his achieved by the transducer.
evaluation were reasonably satisfactory; however, 3. ;!lehon 0ion. For those patients who
when the patient was transferred out of the Wash- or nee to use the telephone, this
ington, DC, area, tests were discontinued and option is provided. All telephonv compo-
additional modifications were made to the system. nents are unmodified, and the systeo em-
After suitable design modifications, a second ploys a standard hand-held rer'eiver. A
patient was selected who has been operating with Touch-Tone module is suitably located on
the system for over seven months. He has demon- the worktable to allow the patient to dial
strated that the powered medical manipulator can with his mouth stick. The handset is swung
significantly assist him in doing certain tasks, to the patient's head with the manipulator
These tests are being continued. As a result of when making or receiving a call.
the tests, two more systems were requested by 4. Two-Lngth Mouth Stick. A suitable holder
the Veterans Administration for clinical evalua- was provided on the worktable for the mouth
tion in VA hospitals. One unit has been de- stick. The patient may retrieve or store
livered to the VA Hospital. Castle Point, NY, the mouth stick in this holder as desired.
and a second is planned to be completed in Octo- The mouth stick is made in two pieces with
ber 1976 for delivery to a VA Hospital in a magnetic coupling inside an aluminumB~oston, MA. sleeve. The longer length, with the rubbertip, is generally used for reading. The

shorter length is used to Touch-Tone dial,
DISCUSSION to type, and for direct keyboard control of

After about 150 h of manipulator use at the the manipulator.
Maryland Rehabilitation Center by a middle-aged, The manipulator and integrated worktable
male quadripleqic with a total neurological defi- with these advanced features were fitted to a
cit below C4, it was recognized that the mani- high-level quadriplegic in a nearby nursing home
pulator reached its maximum ease of operation, on 22 January 1916.
efficiency, and usefulness when integrated into The individual has used the Mod I unit 2
a worktable arrangement with appropriate voca- to 4 h each day for the past seven months. He

"I, 4 , , t, !iNIVI , . APPt11) PHYv,, J AA09IAORY
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Although the patient can eat an ordinary
meal with the manipulator/utensil combination,
as shown in Fig. 2, the requirements of con-
sciously commanding and controlling each motion
of each joint of the manipulator during each
plate-to-mouth (and return) portion of the feed-
ing cycle are too tedious to be practical. To
overcome this difficulty, an automatic sequence
program whereby the appropriate sequence of
joint motions is preprogrammed (but the velocity
and range of motion are still controlled by the
chin nudge transducer) has been developed, and
some clinical testing has been performed. Ex-
perience to date indicates that additional work
in preprogramming may be required to make self-
feeding practical. Other common operations,
such as fetching the typewriter from its stored
position and loading it with paper, or fetching
reading materials from the file to the reading
stand, could also be expedited by appropriate
preprogramming.

During FY 76, one powered manipulator/work-
Fig 2 PatisnttUns Manipulator toBungFoodto HisMoth. (190706) table was designed and fabricated similar to

the JiHU experimental model for delivery to the
VA Hospital in Castle Point, NY. This unit

has evolved from originally using it primarily (Mod IA) will undergo limited clinical evalua-
to evaluate its various features for research tion to get basic data on its value to the pa-
purposes to presently depending on it to support tient with a cervical in~ury.
himself financially in reviewing and preparing The layout of components and the basic de-
technical reports in his profession as a consult- sign are similar to the model undergoing evalua-
ing physicist for a Government agency. The sys- tion (Mod I) described herein. The electronics
tem permits him to aelect items of literature of for this model are on a plug-in card located
diverse sizes and physical characteristics from inside the vertical post. If an electronic mal-
a file, to position them for examination, and function occurs, the plug-in board can easily
to turn the pages forward and backward. Using a be replaced. Experience to eate on the Hod I
standard electric typewriter, he can type out system indicates that the electronic controls
appropriate letters and technical reports on for the manipulator have been highly reliable
the literature. By using the manipulator to "nd very few failures have been experienced.
position the standard telephone handset, he re- The Mod IA was delivered on 2 June 1976, and
ceives and places telephone calls directly and evaluation tests will be conducted by the
without assistance. He has become an enthusias- Veterans Administration Prosthetics Center after
tic advocate of the equipment, performing demon- the protocol is developed.
strations and answering numerous inquiries from
interested persons. FUTURE PLANS

To facilitate self-feeding with the manipu-
latcpr, a unique eating utensil has been designed, Additional clinical testing is planned for
fabricated, and subjected to clinical trial, the powered medical manipulator. System design
This accessory consists of a "spork" (combina- improvements will be made as clinical testing
tion spoon/fork) gimballed to swing (roll) side- progresses. Tests to date show promie for this
ways. It is attached by the attendant to the device. Additional tests with several patients
terminal device when food is brought to the in different clinical environments should help
patient. He has performed some trial attempts validate the need for such units for more gen-
at eating a meal with the spork. eral clinical use.
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identification and flagging of errors, and merg-

SUPPORT TO OFFICE OF HEALTH ing and reorganization o data.
The third category of support centered

CARE PROGRAMIS around the enhancement of the Minirecord System

responsibility (see the previous Annual Report). The systemAs part of the ongoing APL repnzziy was developed by APL as an IR&D project and ac-

in Clinical Information Systems, support is pro- cped by the Hosptal as an operational system.

vided to the Johns Hopkins Hospital Office of After by ye of operational system

Health Care Programs (OHCP). Activities include Afer one yea% of operational use, the system" Halt Cae Pogras (HCP. Ativiiesincudewas evaluated and the following facts were

ge:eral participation in the analysis of 
infor- noted:

1 station and information requirements plus spe-

cific responsibilities in selected programs. 1. The availability of a mirirecord has a sig-
During the reporting period, APL was tasked to nificant effect upon an encounter,
support the implementation of a stand-alone, 2. ..e use of minirecords was growing, and
professional fee financial system and to modify 3. The updating of minirecords was difficult
and improve Lhe operation of the Minirecord Sys- and thus led to out-of-date information.
tem (see the previous Annual Report). As a result of the study, a cormittee was

formed to redefine *he system flow to facilitate

DISCUSSION the update process. The committee was charged
with developing a preprinted encounter form that
would contain the minirecord problem lists and

Support to the OIICP falls into three cate- medications, and identifying system changes re-
gores. The first, general support, involves quired to implement the form. Because of the
APL participation in OHCP activities. A major OPD System definition activity, it was agreed
activity during the past year has been to estab- that modifications to computer programs would be
lish an Outpatient Department (OPD) System com- held to a minimum.
mttee that is responsible for developing system APL provided the Project Engineer tor the
and data requirements for an OPD System over the minirecord upgrade. Responsibilities iz.cluded
next few years. Features of the system may in- correction of patient identification inconsis-
clude on-line OPD registration, an automated tencies among files, coordination of the defi-
appointment and scheduling system, expanded use nition of a new encounter form among the major
of the Minirecord qystem, an on-line patient users, specification of computer program changes,
identification system, etc. APL activities have assistance in the documentation of operating
involved working with the committee to develop procedures and training materials, and prepara-
the specifications and working with physicians tion of a formal proposal to OHCP. Completion
and major OPD clinics to define user require- of the proposed modifications is scheduled for
ments. The development of formal specifications the next reporting period.
and an implementation plan is scheduled for the
next reporting period.

A second category of support invoived the FUTURE PLANS
implementation of a professional fee financial
system. This function was being performed by a Durinq the next year, general support will

service bureau located in the Midwest. After continue in each of the above categories. The

working 4ith the system for some time, it was Mnirecord System changes will be completed,

decided that the same [unction could be per- a fd attention will be directed to the expansion

formed more efficiently if there wore a local ol the minlrecords to other clinics. The major

system using on-line terminals with an interface follow-on activity will be to define OPD System

to the central JHIl financial system. As a re- requirements.

sult, a turnkey system was piocured and in-
stalled. REFERENCE

,he APL involvement in the transition from
the old to the new professional fee system in- 1. C. J. Johns, B. 1. Blum, and D. W. Simburg,

cluded consulting plus conversion of machine- "The Minirecord Approach to Continuity of
sensible records from the service bureau files Care for a Large Population of Ambulatory
to the stand-alone system. Included in the Patients," Proceedings, Third Illinois Con-

conversion process were preparation of reports, ference on Medical Information System, 1976.
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SYSTEM *Clinical data acquisition * RaI:dtion dose planning

APL has provided help to the Johns Hopkins *Clincal act.vity aids Itleam paramieters, calibration
Cancer Center (JHCC) in identifying and specify- ePatient monitoring WPatient care delivery
ing requirements for a comprehensive data pro-

is ~cessing system to support the Center. The sys- Fg1ucinlOgnztoCne upr ytm 7./8
tern will consist of a network of minicomputers FiIFucinlOgiztoCceSporSyem(7-/8
that will interface with the various Johns Hop-

- kins Hospital (JHH) clinical systems and provide
aids to the clinical management of patients,
radiation therapy planning and control, patient
monitoring, and Cancer Center facility manage- Once a plan had teen developed for the
ment (Fig. 1). orderly growth of the J11CC computer facility,

Because initial funding for the Center did equipment for the level 1 systemr was identified
not provide for all the necessary computer equip- .nd budgetary estirates were prepared for equip-
menit, the activities during the reportinai period i~ent, clini~cal engineerinq, syster deve'opment,
were divided into three somewhat independent and operational support.

areas:DISCUSSION
1. Development of an initial stand-alone sys-

tern to support clinical managenent of pa- Clinical !'anagez-ent of Patients. The
tients and the Tumor Registry, Level 0systemr to support the clinical manage-

2. Procurement of d turnkey system to perform ment of patients was lirited initially to pa-
radiation therapy planning for the imredi- tients treated vith chermotherapy. it is based
ate future, and on the following aseects of patient management

3. Long-range planning and specification of as carried out inl the Center:
computer requirements for the total ,:ancer
Center system of computer aids. 1. Patient treatment is normally directed by

wel. defined protocols,
SUMMARY 2. Inpatien~ts and outpatients are sub)ect to

sir-ilar treatment plans, and
A Level 0 syster has teen defined a~nd i7- Frhs is placed on. the quantifi-ation

plemented that supports the most critical needs of patient responses and the rapid identi-
for patient management and somre facility nanage - ficatir of trends to enhance the timely
ment functions, such as the Tumor Pecosstry. 't -edical response to changinq clinical
has been developed to operate in the AFL S 6 status.

Ssystem and is described later un~der the hei.n: 7he clinioal ir.!croation system is designed
"Clinical Mianagement of Patients." A seccnd'z t ) support the actvity y
major mode of this initial systemn was procuredby
as a turnkey systemr. The syste;n is descrAted 11. r-rcvidng an, ir-to-date surrary of history,
later under the heading "Pad~at~or; Therai Pan- diao;nosis, and treatment fcr ea-h active
ning." The implementation of the two sul'h~ysters patient :
will complete the develop-ent of a Lev.el 0 sys- 2. Printina flou sheets conta-n~r.u: r-aor
tern. latoratory -. :es, redicat-cns, t'herap .

The general requirements for a !.-xvel and pit~ent statu;s,
temn have also been defired and spec,,t.c!. "hv. I Producina t~re-zelatvd -)')s of cairelated
Level 1 systen. will 1perforr the f.:rct~r,rns of bits of data such as bloo cQ-nts and
the Level 0 systemr usina a dedicat'.d 11CC .o"- therapy, and :enal, hc:at:c, and uuinonary
puter and will include rore of the tatzert nar frcso test rss-ts:
agement functions, inclu--"~ 1.nter~daci'9 With 4. Psint~z-u 7ana :orert ;'ar -a.iy f-- -a,:h
existing JlIH functions. The syste- wiil be -.ndi,-:d.a2 ;at:ent that list all -rotoccl-
located in the Cancer Center cnuter room at(! d:r-tced tests ard the reirl.es !,.;s any
will use existing cables to sup-,ort tr ra. hs ii-.fr d!c ~s

-. t the various work stations. 5. Pr:nt.nct daily w-rk loadcl pzocect,.ons for
A Level 2 system, was then defined that ;n;.atient and ou.tpatient wor areas as

would be a natural extension o! the Le-_el1 i ased ".pon the protocol1-d-rected a~tivit:es:
equipment. The Level 2 syster, wouldl pro-.0e 6. ?Ma~ntai.:.ir 4 a foxibit alzcintren: syster
redundancy to ensure availability. : t woa ld for oatpat:erts ap;ro,,rat P o th.-', r
also support additional Cancer Center finctions :hcrai~y i-lar, a. d
and integrate the radiation plarnin,; and Jill- 7. :nterfacinc with other Jlrl .forration. 5ys-
central computer systemr as aippropriate. ters.
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J1.% HOKIN CSITAL .1so" .0,The system currently provides limited on-

JNCOI1GY CE
T

R",E line access via terminal; however, most func-
MT 1011174 tions are performed off-line in the batch mode.

CkA15 JN All programs operate on APL's computer. Trans-
tIO0TM CATE puter with considerable terminal interaction is

A l",.CI .11F ~ASTATUS 5omolCt being planned.
- The implementation of tUo APL-opcrated

- ----- - ----- - ---- -------- ----------- - clinical management system was divided into

Ui J"l DIAGN0SIS 03175 three phases. Phase I involved the development
i'l MAIGANTNEPLAM F CRVX UER of an automated system for managing the JHH

i1101.1 CAaACM~CAI'l-0174 EXTENT, LOCAL.IZED Tumlor Registry. The registry contains a record
111II. C'11111HOII 

of eacha JHH patient diagnosed as having cancer.

CA. OF ,b The registry staff maintains one entry for each
I7-0, EVX 1007 IO471IAO. ~ ~ POAL primary site diagnosed and follows up each case
IWR"'0(,1 - CRIll OJACIA.TO CO WITH1 GLADS ALL? QCLI. PR g11 on an as,nual basis. Although the data base

-------------------------------- ~contains many patients not treated by the Can-

TIFAIOII cer Center, all Center patients are in the data
I T ITYP IPUM ILOCI SL I OM I ESRIPIO I base. For this reason it was decided to auto-

:O1,l7/?iM 1 LO I culta J"'. I OT mate a surrogate data base and provide a variety
N bOT -7--- -_I of reporting and searching functions.

I e x. FCERVIX CFIVICAL CeIZAT 101
Phase Il is the expansion of Phase I to

include the maintenance of full abstrac'ts in
"I1 STORY automated form. A sample abstract is shown in

------ Fig. 2. Abstracts are prepared for all Tumor
IIF&-IL HISTORY NCTMIR ALIVE MITI- CA.. OF BRUES- &ATHNM Wit" CA. I Registry patients. For Cancer Center patients,

11101CMt IISTCOT U, I X " IU O. PARA 10) CHONIC &TOPIC I the abstracts are enlarged to contain admission/
ISOIAL1O1001 m1(00 I S. 0..0C appointment data plus specific treatment data.

101.000 OF SYMPTOMS "IC p0117101 PAR I IRA All items in the abstract are designed to allow
I C P7T. 0111*01 P011 PREGN.ANCIES m

I sarching.
- - ---- -- The third oLnd final phase of the APL sys-

tem (Level 0) supports the manaaement of patient
Fit 2 ixample ofMdical Abssct ofConcir Patit. (76-3/59) treatment. For each :ancer Center patient, a

r (continued)

01(-0LOGT CE14TEA "CMILJ(. PLOT OF WoitE CtLL A 1) 3'LLLLE? DATA "8ul:
$COUN'T$ 100 - 1000061)l 0400. 10,19/76
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lo0e a------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ V........ 100F

I V WWWWWWMMWWMVAWW W ...
Will woo

4 4444
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IC TRANS I I a 3 1 2 1.0c '.'LNS

7C14P 1 " 4 ? 5 2 0 3 2 0 t ' 1 1N

CA"OC" - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -C_ -C - -C -C C- - -C- -C -C --- C C C C C C -- C- C -- C -----
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SEP RA S 5 5 S S S S S 5 5 stoI'A

(*IY O 1 .0 r E I. L # I I 1110TI.4

TO DA' 30 1I Z 31 34 Is 34 7 30 39 AC Al S; AS* 14 . 4. 0 I1 . .- ; ~ A ~~/A 3 )4 .
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* data base is maintained that contains an identi-
air fication of the treatment pr~,tocol(s), the major

laboratory test results, medications, etc. ... .
From this data base, it is possible to produce
daily patient management plans and data dis-
plays designed to facilitate the decision-making
process. Figure 3 illustrates an example of
data fir making such decisions - a time-phased
plot of white cell count, temperature, and
medications. Tabular outputs are available
tha. include serial values of clinical variables,
lists of hematology data, and bacteriology re-
ports sorted by date, specimen, or organism.

Most of the Level 0 system is complete.
The Phase I system has been in operation since
late 1975 and contains a data base of about
20 000 patients. The Phase II system is in op-
eration; over 1000 entries are maintained on
line. Parts of the Phase III system are opera-
tional and in pilot use for the inpatients
treated by the JHCC at Baltimore City Hospital.

Radiation Therapy Planning. A comprehen-
sive survey and an evaluation of turnkey systems
for radiation treatment planning were made by
APL. Six systems were considered and investi-
gated. Three were eliminated early in the Pig.4 Turnkey System Seected for Radiation Trestment Planning.
evaluation because of insufficient computing (76-3161)
speed or out-of-U.S. maintenance support. The
remaining three were evaluat-d in depth.

Thv evaluation criteria included intersti-
tial and intracavitary therapy with multiple
sources, external beam planning, irregular field
planning, beam-loading capability, beam re- eration. Most programming activities should be
trieval, ease of contour input, speed of calcu- complete by the end of 1976. The use of the
lations, speed and readability of plots, cost, APL computer to support the JHCC is expected to
growth potential, and compatibility with other continue through 1977. With the exception of
JHMI computer systems. computer program maintenance activities, it is

The evaluation criteria were established assumed that the development activity in 1977
in conjunction with radiation onco)ogy person- will be dedicated to the design and implemen-
nel who will use the system. Several test cases tation of a slightly expanded system that will
supplied by clinical radiation oncologists were operate on a JHCC computer and provide expanded
run on each of the three competitive systems. interactive support.
A report was prepared comparing the performance Capabilities for planning radiation
of the three systems in the test cases and with therapy will require extensions and additions
the evaluation criteria. On the basis of the in the future; these requirements will be ad-
written report and an oral presentation, the dressed in the next reporting period. Only
system illustrated in Fig. 4 was selected, limited extention of the stand-alone turnkey

system is expected; the major upgrading will
occur in the Level 2 systzm.

FUTURE PLANS Funding for the Level 1 system has been
identified, and the procurement of the Level 1

The JHCC will move into its new facility system is scheduled to begin during the next
during October and November 1976. During the reporting period. Further growth to a Level 2
first months of transition, new Phase III capa- system is not expected to begin until at least
bilities will be implemented and placed in op- 1978.

I% % It~ R $ ' P Vl~S, LABORATORY
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V. • CLINICAL ENGINEERING
* The goal of clinical engineering at the ditional frequency, and (d) to retrofit existingJohns Hopkins Hospital is to apply modern engi- pocket pagers to the new frequency. The Clini-neering science and technology to appropriate cal Engineering Division will evaluate the ef-

problems confronting the Hospital. As a result fectiveness and performance of the new system
of the initial successes achieved by the Hospi- and prepare a systems manual. Complete change-tal's Clinical Engineering Task Force, a perma- over to the new system will allow Security tonent Clinical Engineering Division within the have its own frequency.
Department of Biomedical Engineering was estab- Recommendations for telephone system im-lished in early '972. The Division draws signi- provement have also been implemented. These
ficant technical support from APL. were (a) to include the addition of Centrex II

features and (b) to use WATS lines to reduceSUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS long-distance telephone charges. The Division
served in a consultant capacity to the Clinical

The Clinical Engineeri r Division has made Engineer of the Department of Diagnostic Radi-several contributions to the solution of signi- ology in designing the telephone system for theficant problems at the Johns Hopkins Hospital Maittenance Division. In addition, the designduring the past year through the application of cf the telephone service for the entire Cancer
engineering technology. The Division's work has Center has been completed. The C&P Telephoneincluded a continuation of the communication Cuopany is presently designing the telephone
study. Recent work in this area has included: byvtem for the Tower Building. The role of the
(a) evaluation of effectiveness and performance Cl,!ical Engineering Division is to act as con-of the study recommendations that have been im- su-..ant on the overall system to ensure that
plemented; (b) establishment of line organiza- C&P personnel are aware of other communicationstions and responsibilities to provide Clinical media such as intercom and nurse call. DuringEngineering services for the Cacer Center and the past year, the Division has also planned athe Department of Diagnostic Radiology; and communications system for the relocated compu-
(c) the establishment of a hospital-wide quality ter center.
assurance prograri for high-technology medical Clinical Engineern for the Cancer Center.devices. As reported last year, the Division aided theIn addition to these hospital-oriented ef- Director of Radiation Therapy Physics in speci-
forts, the Division has continued to participate fying new equipment. At the present time, thatactively in the Ma'ter's Degree Program in Clin- equipment has been purchased and delivered, andical Engineering at the Johns Hopkins School of is being installed in the new facility.
Medicine. In addition, several tasks are under way
Dthat must be completed before the opening of the,," DISCUSSION new Cancer Center. They include a checkout of

all the cabling installed by the contractor andThe zlinical engineering program at the the wiring of cable connectors at each location.
Johns Hopkins Hospital began in 1971 with the The specification, orderiAg, and installation ofestablishment of a Clinical Engineering Task equipment for the audiovisual center in theForce. Its success led to the formation of a Cancer Center Conference Room and approval toClinical Engineerinq Division within the Depart- hire an engineer to begin the Clinical Enqineer-ment of Biomedical Engineering, thus providing a ing staff for the Cancer Center have been done.permanent organization to apply engineering Mr. Oakes has committed 401 of his time to this
technology to health care problems. program for the upcoming year.

Clinical engineering support for the Hospl- Clinical En2ineering for the Department oftal is a major task, a summary of which is given Dpagnoitxc Radiology. The maintenance operationbelow. in addition, the Division has played a .tment has been reorganized in order
major role in the Master's Degree Program in to better control preventive and repair mainte-Clinical Engineering in the Medical School (de- nance. (For example, there is currently onlytails of th2 Pffort will be found elsewhere in one man who can contact outside vendors.) In
this Annual Report). addition, mr. Oakes is establishing a preventive

Communications System Study. The major maintenance and record-keeping system to evalu-
recom endations o. e paging system study have ate the performance and effectiveness of each
been implemented. The recommendations were element in the 42-rcom diagnostic radiology fa-
(a) to obtain a new frequency allocation for cility. The purpose is to make raximum use ofpaging coverage throughout Baltimore as well as each area and procedure. Very recently a newin the Hospital proper, (b) to purchase and in- radiation physicist for the Division of Diag-stall new transmitting and tone-encoding equip- nostic Padiology Physics has been hired. lie
ment, (c) to order new pocket paqers for the ad- will work very closely with Mr. Oakes in the
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maintenance and educational responsibilities of Biomedical Engineering. The initial step in the
his office, implementation of the Quality Assurance system

Quah AssuaeProram for the Hosital. has been taken. Interviews have been held with
On 29 July 1976, Dr. Heyssel, Dt he each Functional Unit Director to acquaint him
Johns Hopkins Hospital, approved the establish- with requirements of the system.
ment of a comprehensive program to assure the Master's Degree Program in Clinical En 1-
safety and effectiveness of high-technology med- neerin. The Clinical Engineering Program pres-
ical devices and systems used in direct patient t involves about 20 graduate students. Half
,:are. The proposed plan provides for the devel- are in the fourth year of the program and are
opment of a line organization with the responsi- taking a new course entitled "Biomedical Systems
bility and authority to ensure safe and effec- Engineering," which started in mid-September.
tive medical devices and systems. This line This course and the course in Biomedical Instru-
responsibility has been assigned to the Clini- mentation (which is continuing) involve APL per-
cal Engineering Divisijn of the Department of sonnel in teaching duties.
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EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
I An important component of APL's collabora- Talalay's M.D.-Ph.D. students and with Dr.

tive medical program is its contribution in the Green's undergraduate class in Materials Sci-
trea of educational activities. The main thrust ence. Several of the undergraduate students in
ct its effort within the Johns Hopkins community Biomeclical Engineering have served internships
oPer the past several years has involved the in various projects of the collaborative biomed-
Mister's Degree Program in Clinical Engineering, ical program, and one student spent the summer
vaich offers practicing engineers the opportun- working in the Department of Physiology.
ity for training in the engineering technology Master's Degree Program__inChlcal _n__-
,,f health care delivery. neerx. This program was first offered in the

deal eyr 1973. The curriculum requires 45
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS credit-hours for graduation. Phasing of the

course work has been arranged so that the typi-

API. staff members have participated in sev- cal part-time student can complete the program
eral educational activities during the past in four years.
year. Among these are administration of and When the "Biomedical Systems Engineering"
curriculum development for the Master's Degree course was offered in mid-September, all but one
Program in Clinical Engineering in the School of of the courses withrn this curriculum had been

Medicine, and continued participation in the designed. This course will involve a number of

Ph.D. seminars at the Medical School and in the APL staff members both in presentations and

Clinical Engineering educational program at workshops during the academic year.
Clininal Engineering Program atGeorge Washington Uriiersity. Geore WashEnton University. APL st f members

DISCUSSION have contributed to the continuing Engineering
Education Program at George Washington Univer-
sity by participating as lecturers for several

Educational activities are an important, years. This year a course entitled "Design Ccn-
integral part of APL's collaborative medical s-derations - Electrical" will be given as part
program. Although during the past year the of the Intensive and Coronary Care Units pro-
major effort has been spent in the three general gram.
areas described below, APL has been involved in B,,-Ph.D. Program. APL staff members par-
various ways with educational programs within ticipated in several continuing seminar programs
other divisions of the University. For example, for Ph.D. canlidates in the Johns Hopkins Medi-
we have had evening roundtables with Dr. cal School's Diomedical Engto.eering Department.

II

I
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